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Abstract
Since the early 1980s numerous knowledge-dependent organizations
have made diligent attempts to measure their intangible assets. In more recent
years, knowledge-dependent organizations have expressed a desire to
demonstrate the benefits resulting from significant investments in knowledge
management assets in order to provide reassurance to senior executives, to
motivate knowledge worker utilization of the asset, and to leverage further funds
for knowledge management investments. A six-step methodology is prescribed in
this thesis to assist organizations seeking to identify both qualitative and
quantitative benefits realized from the utilization of knowledge management
assets. This methodology is underpinned by take-a-ways from current intellectual
capital measurement models found in literature, and the lessons learned from
industry application of an immature version of the prescribed methodology in two
industry case studies. Lessons learned from the practical applications of the
methodology, and a detailed description of the methodology, are provided as key
findings of this thesis. Application of the methodology in the provided industry
case studies indicates significant benefits from the utilization of knowledge
management assets can be demonstrated if the appropriate performance
indicators are selected for measurement.
Thesis Supervisor: Eric S. Rebentisch, PhD
Title: MIT Lean Aerospace Initiative, Research Associate
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I Introduction
Since the early 1990s companies of all sizes have been spending millions of
dollars in an effort to better manage their intellectual assets. In 2003 alone the
federal government spent $820 million on knowledge management solutions, and
IDC, a global market intelligence and advisory firm, forecasts the world-wide
knowledge management software applications market to reach $100 billion by
2008.1 2 These significant dollars have been, and continue to be, invested by
knowledge-driven organizations in order to better connect workers with the
knowledge and information needed to effectively create value. As a result of this
significant spending increase for knowledge management assets, the desire to
better manage these assets, and therefore the need to measure the
effectiveness of the knowledge management assets, has emerged as a current-
day management challenge.
This thesis makes an early attempt at addressing this challenge by
prescribing a six-step methodology to demonstrate the benefits from investments
made in knowledge management assets. The prescribed methodology,
developed from a combination of intellectual capital measurement models and
practical application, is demonstrated for the reader using two, detailed industry
case studies.
Prior to describing the prescribed valuation methodology in section 4 (the
"how" section), the questions of "what" we are seeking to measure, "who" is
"Federal Knowledge Management Spending to Reach $1.3 Billion", Online News published in
DMReview.com, July 31, 2003, http://www.dmreview.com/article_sub.cfm?articleld=7186.
2 "Worldwide Applications Software Market Forecast, 2003-2008", IDC Research, Enterprise Portals and
Packaged Composite Applications, http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=IDC_P553.
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seeking this measurement, and "why" the desire to demonstrate benefits, is
discussed. Section 2, addressing the "what" and "who" question, is underpinned
by establishing a command understanding of "knowledge" and "knowledge
management".
Section 3 then presents several reasons to answer the "why" question (not
meant to be an all-inclusive listing, but address the major reasons cited by
current-day practitioners). Next, the prescribed valuation methodology is
described in section 4 (considered by the author to be the "heart" of the thesis).
Section 4 begins by providing an overview of various intellectual capital
measurement models, including the take-a-ways used from these models, and
finishes by breaking down the prescribed methodology into its six steps.
Section 5 through section 7 covers the two, detailed industry case studies,
demonstrating the application of the prescribed methodology. Finally, section 8
highlights the "lessons learned" gleaned from the practical application of the
valuation methodology and briefly wraps up the thesis by addressing "next
steps".
12
2 "WHAT" & "WHO"
2.1 Section Introduction
This section seeks to answer the research questions of "what" and "who", or
more specifically "what" intangible assets we desire to valuate, and briefly "who"
desires this measurement. The basis for the answer to these two important
questions comes from; 1) interviewed industry practitioners, 2) open source
consulting literature hosted on parent websites, and 3) and extensive review of
management literature addressing the topics of knowledge, knowledge assets,
and the management of those knowledge assets. Answering the "what" and
"who" questions will lay the building blocks for addressing the follow-on questions
of "why" and more critically; "how" regarding the measurement of benefits from
an organizations utilization of knowledge management assets.
2.2 A Knowledge Management Review
The following text provides a review of how current-day literature is defining
"knowledge" and the business science of "knowledge management". It may be
helpful for some readers to first review how today's academic and industry
leaders are defining these popular terms before addressing the "what" and "who"
questions, therefore a brief review is now provided.
2.2.1 "Knowledge" Reviewed
Before we review how industry and academia are defining the
management of an organization's knowledge assets, it is prudent to explore what
both of these worlds consider 'knowledge' to be, and establish a common
definition for use throughout this thesis.
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Davenport writes "The meaning of knowledge has differed radically at times
and cultures. Knowledge is a result of human reflection and experience. This
differs from data: raw observations about the past, present or future and
information is the patterns that individuals instill on data".3 Davenport goes on to
explain that there are many different types of knowledge in an organization;
common knowledge (knowledge employees learn from performing the
organizations tasks), book knowledge, database knowledge and regulation
knowledge.4 Other authors contend that knowledge can be divided into four
categories in nature:
· Know-What Knowledge: Knowledge about the facts,
* Know-Why Knowledge: Knowledge about the objective rules and patterns
of objects, falling in the science category,
* Know-How Knowledge: Knowledge about skills, technical abilities, and
* Know-Who Knowledge: Knowledge about special social relationship,
social division and the special skills levels, experience and judgment
category.
Huosong advocates that the first two, know-what and know-why typically can
be coded and are easy to be acquired, but the third and fourth types of
knowledge, know-how and know-who, are much more concealed and divisive.5
Other authors have sought to define knowledge as either codified (explicit) or
tacit in nature. Tacit knowledge is defined as "that knowledge which is difficult to
articulate in a way that is meaningful and complete".6 The fact that we know more
than we can tell speaks to the tacit dimension. Graham believes that tacit
3 Deavenport, T.H. (1997), Information Ecology: Mastering the Information and Knowledge Environment.
Oxford University Press, New York, NY.
4 Roth, Jonas. "Enabling Knowledge Creation: Learning from an R&D Organization", Journal of
Knowledge Management, 7,1, 2003, pp.32.
5 Huosong, Xia, Kuanqu, Du, and Shuquin, Cai. "Enterprise Knowledge Tree Model and Factors of
Knowledge Management Systems Based on E-Commerce", Journal of Knowledge Management, 7,1, 2003,
pp.96.
6 Takeuchi, I. 1995. The Knowledge Creation Organization. Oxford University Press, Oxford, U.K.
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knowledge is held in the mind/brain-what might be considered the 'know-how'.
Such knowledge is; specific to individuals/teams, moves with the individual/team,
and can therefore only be traded with individuals or through direct contact. Tacit
knowledge is thought of as slow and costly to share and transfer. Ambiguities
abound and can be overcome only when communications take place in face-to-
face situations. Stewart has said that tacit knowledge-based assets have a
"fuzzy" quality that makes them difficult to define, understand and apply.7
On the other hand, knowledge that is held as instruments like patents,
diagrams, and documents such as market reports is called codified or explicit
knowledge.8 This codified knowledge in the form of blueprints, formulas, or
computer code can be transferred fairly economically. Whether the knowledge so
transferred will be considered meaningful by those who receive it will depend on
whether they are familiar with the code (syntax) selected, as well as the different
contexts in which it is applied. Only those instances where all relevant knowledge
is fully codified and understood can replication be collapsed into a simple
problem of information and knowledge transfer.9
Although many more categories of knowledge have been suggested (i.e.
procedural knowledge, embodied knowledge, commercial knowledge, embrained
knowledge) the most frequently used distinction is tacit versus explicit
7 Stewart, Thomas A., Intellectual Capital, Currency Doubleday, 1997.
8 Graham, Winch. "Knowledge Management and Competitive Manufacturing", Engineering Management
Journal, June 2000.
9 Carlile, P. "Transferring, Translanting and Transforming: An Integrative and Relational Approach to
Sharing and Assessing Knowledge across Boundaries", Organization Science, Vol. 15, No. 5, pp. 555-568.
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knowledge.10 The knowledge categories of tacit and explicit has been exploited
by many authors such as Nonaka and Takeuchi and is therefore well understood
and easily conceptualized by both industry and academia.1 It is for this reason
that I have chosen to categorize knowledge using the explicit and tacit model.
The American Productivity and Quality Center sums up the description of
knowledge using the tacit/explicit model quite well in their 2003 paper entitled
Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management:
"Knowledge comes in two basic varieties: explicit and tacit, which are also known
as formal/codified and informal/uncodified knowledge. Explicit knowledge comes
in the form of books and documents, formulas, project reports, contracts, process
diagrams, lists of lessons learned, case studies, white papers, and policy
manuals. The tacit/uncodified variety, in contrast, can be found through
interactions with employees, customers and the memories of past vendors. This
knowledge is hard to catalog, highly experimental, difficult to document in detail,
ephemeral, and transitory. It is also the basis forjudgment and informed action.
Organizations concerned about knowledge loss fear that tacit knowledge has not
been captured (made explicit) or transferred so that others may benefit from it.
Explicit knowledge may also not be useful without the context provided by
experience. 12
2.2.2 Defining and Understanding 'Knowledge Management'
With a common understanding of knowledge using the tacit/explicit model,
the groundwork is set for exploring how to properly define 'knowledge
management'. Developing a common definition and understanding of knowledge
management will enable addressing the "what" and "who" questions this section
seeks to answer.
10 Cited from: Roos, Goran and Roos, Johan. Measuring your Company's Intellectual Performance. Long
Range Planning. Vol. 30, No. 3, pp. 413 to 426, 1997.
1 1Nonaka,I. and Takeuchi, H. The Knowledge-Creating Company, Oxford University Press, Oxford
(1995).
12 Cited from: Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. American Productivity & Quality Center.
Article found at: www.apqc.org. 2003, pp. 8.
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"Knowledge has to be improved, challenged and increased constantly, or it
vanishes" 13 _ Peter F. Drucker
It is possible for one to contest that all firms, whether small or large,
produce and use significant knowledge, whether they know it or not. Some firms
may also argue that the explicit development of knowledge, and the management
of that knowledge, is irrelevant; knowledge will get created, one way or another.14
As Demarest contends; "this may be true---but, the issue is not ultimately
whether knowledge gets constructed or not. In some sense, the construction of
knowledge is encoded in our genes and mandated by our environment; we must
at some level get smart or die."15 Demarest continues to explain that a firm will
not value what they do not explicitly support with business processes, explicitly
manage with people, and explicitly measure.
Scott Shaffar of Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems complements
Demarest's thoughts by describing how customers are transforming into
'knowledge-centric' organizations, and these same customers will expect the
same from their respective industries; hence forcing organizations to change with
them. These new and improved 'knowledge-centric' customer infrastructures will
drive new ways of doing business.1 6 "Changing demographics, increased
frequency of new program starts, customer affordability, new ways to work,
13 Cited from: McDonough, Brian. "Knowledge Management Software and Services: Understanding
Corporate Investment Priorities", KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT World, 11(8): 16(2), September 2002.
'4 Demarest, Marc. "Understanding Knowledge Management", Long Range Planning, Vol. 30 No.3, June
1997, pp.3 74 -3 8 4 .
15 Roth, Jonas. "Enabling Knowledge Creation: Learning from an R&D Organization", Journal of
Knowledge Management, 7,1, 2003, pp.32.
16 Shaffar, Scott. Applying Knowledge Management in an Lean Enterprise, LAI Plenary, March 26, 2002,
http://lean.mit.edu.
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integrated system solutions are all factors in the evolving business environment"
according to Shaffar.
With this current day impetus towards managing knowledge assets,
literature is full of examples demonstrating how organizations are embarking on
knowledge management initiatives for various strategic and tactical reasons; the
enhancement of internal collaboration, capturing and sharing best practices,
providing e-learning to their workers, improving the organization's customer
relationship management, providing a conducive workspace and enhancing
competitive intelligence, to name just a few.17 As we observed with our review of
'knowledge', academia and industry alike have developed numerous definitions
for the phrase 'knowledge management'. Beth Davis and Brian Riggs of
Information Week have described knowledge management as the "promise of
allowing companies to better leverage everything they 'know' using knowledge
management tools."'8 Davis and Riggs go on to explain that a growing number of
businesses are trying to combine organizational data with tacit knowledge held in
employee's heads to create an enterprise repository of intellectual capital.
Some have also described knowledge management as the process to
oversee (i.e. identify and organize) the organizations intellectual capital assets
with the goal of maximizing returns on these knowledge-based assets.1 9
17 McDonough, Brian. "Knowledge Management Software and Services: Understanding Corporate
Investment Priorities", KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT World, 11(8): 16(2), September 2002.
18 Davis, Beth and Riggs, Brian. "Get Smart-More Companies are Learning How to Leverage Their
Knowledge Assets, Starting with the Basics", Information Week, Vol. 40 No. 5, April 1999.
'9 Siegel, L. "Measuring and Managing Intellectual Capital in the U.S. Aerospace Industry", Graduate
thesis in Aeronautics and Astronautics and Technology and Policy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
February 2004.
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Other authors have focused on boundaries in organizations and have thus
emphasized the relational approach to the management of knowledge assets. In
this context, knowledge management is defined as the "ability of people to share
and access each others knowledge across a boundary."20 In order to develop
this relational approach in knowledge management, three properties of
knowledge at an organizational boundary are developed: difference, dependence
and novelty.
Practitioners intimate with the e-commerce industry have attempted to frame
knowledge management as the following:
* Knowledge management utilizes a group intelligence to increase flexibility
and creative ability,
* Knowledge management is the knowledge used to manage and utilize
knowledge,
· Knowledge management is the process of utilizing a company's
knowledge resources efficiently to create business opportunities and
technology, and
* Knowledge management is management activities; it develops and utilizes
the enterprise-wide knowledge-resources efficiently, and increases
creative ability, thus increasing the enterprises' ability of value-producing.
These same practitioners suggest that knowledge management should help
cut organizational layers, assist in gaining edges in fierce competition of market
globalization, increase the flexibility of the enterprise and contribute to a sharing
infrastructure.2 1
Authors in the industry of pharmaceuticals have sought to define knowledge
management as the "systematic capture, integration, distribution, and application
20 Carlile, P. "Transferring, Translating and Transforming: An Integrative and Relational Approach to
Sharing and Assessing Knowledge across Boundaries", Organization Science, Vol. 15, No. 5, pp. 555-568.
21 Huosong, Xia, Kuanqu, Du, and Shuquin, Cai. "Enterprise Knowledge Tree Model and Factors of
Knowledge Management Systems Based on E-Commerce", Journal of Knowledge Management, 7,1, 2003,
pp.96.
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of information used to advance the objectives of a company." 2 2 These authors
purport that knowledge management holds the keys to significantly reducing time
wastes (the time required to acquire the correct information or knowledge to
make a decision), the potential of significantly reducing costs, the potential of
significantly improving success rates, the potential of significantly reducing
research and development (R&D) cycle times, and the potential to significantly
reduce product development cycle times.
The American Productivity and Quality Center defines knowledge
management in a 2003 article as "a systematic process of connecting people to
people and people to the knowledge and information they need to effectively act
and create new knowledge."2 3 The article goes on to recommend the goal for any
knowledge management initiative should be the enhancement of an
organizations performance and the people in it through "the identification,
capture, validation, and transfer of knowledge".
Finally, practitioners in the industry of civil and building engineering define
knowledge management as "any process of creating, acquiring, capturing,
sharing and using knowledge, wherever it resides, to enhance learning and
performance in organizations'. 2 4
The knowledge management definitions illustrated in this text only represent a
sample of the numerous and fragmented definitions currently existing in
22 Carel, Roland and Pollard, Jack. Knowledge Management in Drug Discovery R&D (White Paper), 3rd
Millennium Inc., February 2003, http://www.3rdmill.com/.
23 Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. American Productivity & Quality Center. Article
found at: ww.apqc.org. 2003.
24 Cited from: Robinson, H.S. et al. Developing a business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT
approach. Construction Management and Economics, Vol. 22, pp. 733-743, Sept. 2004.
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literature. However, from the majority of these definitions and descriptions the
following common themes regarding knowledge management seem to replay
themselves over and over again (note; 'KM' will be used as an abbreviation for
knowledge management):
* KM includes any process that creates knowledge to enhance learning and
performance,
* KM improves the ability to share and distribute knowledge assets,
* KM improves the organizations ability to access knowledge assets,
* KM includes the systematic capturing of knowledge,
* KM includes the systematic integration of knowledge,
* KM enables the application of knowledge for decision making and problem
solving,
* KM includes the process of connecting people to people,
* KM includes the process of connecting people to knowledge,
* KM enables the better leveraging of knowledge to increase business
flexibility,
* KM enables the better leveraging of knowledge to increase creative
abilities, and
* KM utilizes knowledge assets to create business opportunities.
Based on these common themes derived from the abundance of knowledge
management literature, the following four-question 'acid test' is proposed for
determining whether or not a particular tool, process or asset falls within the
scope of knowledge management:
1. Does the tool, process or asset facilitate knowledge activities such
as knowledge creation, knowledge capture, knowledge integration,
or knowledge application?
2. Does the tool, process or asset work to unlock knowledge assets
previously unavailable for worker utilization?
3. Does the tool, process or asset coordinate knowledge assets for
efficient accessibility by stakeholders?
4. Does the tool, process or asset enable the leveraging of knowledge
assets in order to minimize process wastes and improve value-
creation?
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Assuming the tool, process or organizational asset is able to pass the
proposed acid test, it can be considered to fit within this author's scope of
knowledge management.
2.3 "WHAT" Assets We are Seeking to Measure
With a common understanding of both knowledge and the scope of
knowledge management, the question of "WHAT" we are seeking to measure
becomes much easier to identify. More specifically, when a thorough
understanding of knowledge management and the potential of knowledge
management is reached, identifying what to measure becomes fairly obvious. For
when an organization which is considering investing capital into knowledge
management first reaches a common understanding of knowledge management
and identifies what "gaps" this investment will work to correct, they will also have
a solid understanding of what to measure in order to determine whether or not
this "gap" is being solved, or in other words, what are the benefits as a result of
their investment in knowledge management. Some authors have classified
benefits as a result of knowledge management into two classes:
* Operational Benefits: Benefits associated with people (e.g. direct labor
savings and reduction in staff turnover), processes (e.g. direct cost
savings other than labor, increased productivity) and products (e.g. direct
cost savings or increased sales/service).
* Strategic Benefits: Benefits associated with future situations such as
repeat customers/businesses and the attraction of new
customers/businesses, increased market share or entry into new
markets.2 5
25 Cited from: Robinson, H.S. et al. Developing a business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT
approach. Construction Management and Economics. Vol. 22, pp. 733-743, September, 2004.
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As an example, let's assume a firm named "gamma" designs, develops and
manufacturers complex harvesting equipment and has multiple sites
geographically dispersed across the Unites States. This firm has identified a
major waste throughout their engineering processes; they found themselves
repeating the same mistakes and repeating the same design research multiple
times from various sites. After gaining a solid understanding and common
definition of knowledge management, firm gamma purchased a commercial-off-
the-shelf web-based system to enable multiple communities of practice
organized around knowledge communities. Before firm gamma made the initial
investment in their knowledge management solution of choice, they identified and
agreed on what they wanted to measure: how will the implementation and
adoption of these communities of practice change the current cycle time required
to complete concept, system and detailed design work? This measurement
would be used to demonstrate a benefit class from the utilization of the
communities of practice and could eventually be used to calculate an ROI for the
capital investment.
From this example it can be learned that the systematic approach taken by
firm gamma to first understand the scope of knowledge management, second,
understand their knowledge management "gap", and third select the right solution
to correct their gap made the question of "what" to measure almost intuitive.
Certainly firm gamma expects many other benefits as a result of this significant
knowledge management investment, but using specific measures to determine if
their knowledge gap is being corrected is a top priority.
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Therefore, by using a systematic approach to first understand the scope of
knowledge management and next identify any knowledge gaps, an organization
will be better equipped to choose the right knowledge management solution
when needed and select exactly what to measure from the utilization of said
knowledge management solution. This same systematic approach can also be
used for existing knowledge management solutions assuming those solutions are
actually addressing current knowledge gaps in the organization.
2.4 "WHO" is Measuring the Benefits of Knowledge
Management
Organizations across the globe have been attempting to measure their
intellectual assets since around the mid-1 990s. However, it has only been in the
last few years that significant attempts to measure the benefits, or return on
investments, made in knowledge management have surfaced. Typically these
firms can be categorized as knowledge-centric, or relying heavily on knowledge
assets for profitability. Hence, with a greater shift to knowledge-based markets by
many organizations, the need to measure benefits from knowledge management
solutions would seem to naturally follow this economic trend. It should also be
noted that this growing class of knowledge-centric company's is made up of
primarily "knowledge workers".2 6 As the percentage of a company's employees
considered "knowledge workers" continues to grow, so will the demand for
knowledge management, and therefore the corresponding need to measure.
26 "Knowledge worker" was a term first coined by Peter Drucker to mean a worker that relies on theirs, and
their organizations, knowledge assets in order to perform a job function. These knowledge workers would
benefit the most from knowledge management assets.
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Examples of industries currently measuring benefits from knowledge
management assets, or interested in measuring benefits includes:
* Complex product design and development industries such as major
defense contractors and equipment manufacturers,
* Automobile manufacturers,
* Energy service companies such as oil and gas providers,
* Software and IT solutions companies,
* Major insurance and finance industries, and
* Consultant services.27
This list is not meant to be all-inclusive but to give the reader a general idea
of the knowledge-centric, knowledge-driven organizations wanting to
demonstrate the return on their investments in knowledge management.
Reasons for why these organizations are seeking quantified benefit results will
be discussed in the following section.
27 Industry examples cited from APQC article: Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. Found
on the APQC website at w ww.apqc.org.
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3 "WHY" the Desire to Demonstrate Benefits
3.1 Section Introduction
With an understanding of "what" we are attempting to measure, those
benefits realized from the utilization of knowledge management assets, the next
logical question which arises is "why". More specifically, "why" do a growing
number of organizations desire to quantify benefits, or compute an ROI, on
investments made in knowledge management assets?
The goal of this section is to briefly introduce multiple possible reasons for
this relatively new measurement desire in the business world. Since the mid
1990s, academia and industry practitioners alike have been working to better
understand the science of knowledge management as we know it today.
However, over the past 10 years of knowledge management study, very little
work has been done to address the question of how best to measure the results
once knowledge management assets are in place, or how best to tie knowledge
management process measures to organizational outcomes. Therefore very little
literature currently exists which addresses the issue of why companies desire
these measurements or how to perform these measurements (the "how" portion
of this question is addressed in depth in the following section). Drawing on the
relatively sparse amount of literature which exists addressing this topic, and
interview data collected for two industry case studies, I offer the following five
reasons for this growing valuation desire.
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3.1.1 Reason #1: Managing the Company's Intangibles
Usually what is measured in companies is also what is managed.28 But as
Albert Einstein pointed out, "what can be measured is not always important, and
what is important cannot always be measured"! Some firms might still adhere to
the diminishing belief that their intangible assets cannot be measured and
therefore cannot be managed. However, it seems that an ever growing number
of firm's are indeed making a serious effort to capture, measure, and better
manage their intangible assets. These same firms realize the ever widening
economic gap between their market value and book value suggests that
knowledge assets have become far more important than traditional assets, and
must be managed as such. These firms also understand the ripe opportunity to
corner a competitive advantage through the effective harnessing of their
intangible assets. Therefore, with this theory in mind, it is hypothesized that those
firms working to uncover and measure their intellectual capital assets, such as
knowledge management assets will be positioned to effectively manage these
assets for long-term value creation.
So as more and more organizations desire to better manage their
knowledge assets, they are naturally focusing on measurement to help gain a
stronghold on how these assets are affecting their processes. With a baseline
performance level established, measurements provide the management team
with a view of process performance, therefore enabling the control of intangible
assets that would not have been previously possible.
28 Cited from Roos, Goran and Roos, Johan. Measuring your company's intellectual performance, Long
Range Planning, Vol. 30, No. 3. pp. 413 to 26, 1997.
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3.1.2 Reason #2: The Need for Knowledge Management Success
Examples to Prevent Transitory Initiatives
According to John Crager of the Houston-based American Productivity
and Quality Center (APQC), measures and return-on-investment are important
elements of any knowledge management investment from a financial
perspective.2 9 Crager goes on to explain that when a business case does not
exist and "money seems to be going into a black hole", organizations have no
understanding of the impact their knowledge management assets are having on
the business. Crager contends that it is very difficult to get follow-on funding and
support without a business case relating a success story or multiple success
stories to those executives authoring continued knowledge management
investments. "The organization needs to tie knowledge management to tangible
success factors that the organization uses." In other words, a business case
representing the benefits of knowledge management assets should be viewed as
essential in order to provide reassurance to senior management that their capital
is not going into a "black hole".30
Success stories, such as Caterpillar's purported 700 percent ROI on its
"knowledge network" marketed by the APQC, can be used as every stage of an
organizations knowledge management deployment to justify past and future
capital investments.31 These success stories (i.e. examples) give the
organization's knowledge workers a tangible example of what their knowledge
29 Cited from: Powers, Vicki. Virtual Communities at Caterpillar Foster Knowledge Sharing. T+D, Vol. 58,
Issue 6, p. 40. June 2004.
30 Robinson, H.S. et al. Developing a business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT approach.
Construction Management and Economics, Vol. 22, pp. 733-743. September, 2004.
3' Cited from the APQC public web-site article: Measuring Knowledge Management Efforts at Caterpillar.
Found at: http://www.apqc.org/.
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management assets are capable of, acting to highlight the value of knowledge
management activities such as knowledge sharing and knowledge use.
According to results from a 2003 APQC survey of its sponsor and partner
organizations, "success breeds further investment."32 The study showed that
APQC partner's such as IBM, Ford, Halliburton, Caterpillar, and Schlumberger
are experiencing an increasing ROI from their knowledge management assets,
therefore prompting further investments. The positively reported ROI has led to
executive backing of further knowledge management assets.
On the other hand, failed knowledge management initiatives can be
devastating to an organization's knowledge management roadmap. One of the
ways an organization can "insure" itself from transitory initiatives due to
knowledge management budget cuts is by clearly demonstrating the positive
benefits being realized from the asset to the organization's leadership. According
to APQC President Carla O'Dell, "Knowledge management can produce amazing
benefits, but if there are not measures and compelling results, initiatives can be
transitory."33 A group of researchers from the UK studying the need for
knowledge management in the construction industry contest that a business case
is essential to "motivate employees and to maximize participation and
commitment to knowledge management" initiatives.3 4 If an organization's
knowledge management program supports the strategic vision and goals of the
32 Cited from the APQC public web-site article: Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. Found
at: http://www.apqc.org.
33 Cited from the APQC public web-site article: Measuring Knowledge Management Efforts at Caterpillar.
Found at: http://www.apqc.org/.
34 Cited from: Robinson, H.S. et al. Developing a business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT
approach. Construction Management and Economics, Vol. 22, pp. 733-743. September, 2004.
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organization and is grounded in meaningful benefit measurements to steer the
program and advertise successes, the risk of executives "pulling the plug" on the
program's funding will be decreased.
3.1.3 Reason #3: Satisfying Business Case Requirements with more
than just Qualitative Requirements
"Knowledge management, an extremely broad term that was first heralded
in the mid-'90s as the solution for companies looking to improve business
processes, had its reputation tarnished as many companies that invested in
knowledge-relate technologies had little to show in return."35 According to Greg
McSweeney, the author of the previous quote, without the ability for an
organization to illustrate how its invested knowledge management assets are
improving its business processes, the risk of "tarnishing" knowledge
management efforts increases. Authors and industry practitioners alike are
reporting that executives responsible for funding knowledge management
initiatives are demanding that these significant capital allotments must satisfy the
same business case requirements as any other asset investment (i.e. show me a
net present value and return-on-investment). Therefore, as knowledge
management becomes more and more a critical piece of the 2 1st century
business repertoire and continues to push its way into the mainstreams of
today's knowledge-centric organization's, those responsible for knowledge
management assets must find a way to report the successes of their assets in a
business case format. Even if executives are initially convinced to make
knowledge management investments based on intuition and vision, as the
35 Quoted cited from: MacSweeney, Greg. The Knowledge Management Payback. Insurance &
Technology, June 2002. http://www.insurancetech.com.
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current climate for an ever-increasing emphasis on cost-cutting continues,
organizations must not fail to assume these same executives will not require a
business case demonstrating the results of their investment.3 6
CEOs and other top leadership at Caterpillar started inquiring about the
intangible business value of its knowledge management system known by CAT
employees as the "Knowledge Network." Their inquiries were certainly justified as
Caterpillar has invested over 2.5 million US dollars into the system from 2000 to
2003.3 7 These same executives had heard all about the qualitative value that the
Knowledge Network communities of practice were enabling; qualitative success
stories which included the likes of improved decision making ability by knowledge
workers, increased collaboration amongst CAT knowledge workers and its large
dealership network, increased teamwork, improved work quality (i.e. less
mistakes), and improved product design and development processes. However,
Caterpillar CEOs were now demanding quantified results to compliment the
numerous qualitative examples. With this CAT-leadership issued challenge, the
organization decided to study only two of its 3000 communities of practice hosted
by the Knowledge Network knowledge management asset, therefore significantly
narrowing the studies focus to a manageable level. In this example, the team
decided to focus only on the benefit indicators of productivity, cost, speed and
quality and found that the knowledge workers who belonged to these two
communities saved the company more than $1.5 million US dollars over the
36 Cited from the APQC public web-site article: Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. Found
at: http://www.apqc.org.
37 Caterpillar example referenced from Powers, Vicki. Virtual Communities at Caterpillar Foster
Knowledge Sharing. T+D, Vol. 58, Issue 6, p. 40. June 2004.
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studied time period. Now the organization could translate these monetary
benefits into a cost-benefit format, coupled with the many qualitative benefits
uncovered during data collection, therefore satisfying the business case
requirements of executives.
3.1.4 Reason #4: Demonstrated Results Increase Organizational
Adoption of the Knowledge Management Asset
Like many process improvement initiatives spearheaded by an
organization, some business units may resist adopting a knowledge
management initiative or knowledge management asset due to the "not invented
here" syndrome commonly studied in management theory. However, according
to a 2003 APQC article, one way to circumvent this resistance and better diffuse
the initiative throughout the organization is to demonstrate tangible successes.
When the leadership and knowledge workers of a resistant business unit are
exposed to the successes being realized by other members of their organization,
they will naturally want to endorse the knowledge management initiative, or fear
"missing out".3 8
Along with realizing a greater adoption of the knowledge management
initiative or asset throughout the organization, a secondary benefit surfaces when
previously resistant business units elect to take over funding and staffing of their
personal knowledge management activities. This take-over then allows the
"central" knowledge management team more cash and time resources to further
improve the organizations ability to leverage its knowledge assets.
38 Cited from the APQC public web-site article: Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. Found
at: http://www.apqc.org.
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3.1.5 Reason #5: Demonstrating the "Link"
Knowledge management benefit measurements uncover the link between
and organization's strategy and its knowledge management tactics, in other
words the link between knowledge management initiatives and the organizations
business strategy, therefore giving management the ability to make "course
corrections" or take immediate actions when necessary. If the strategic goal of an
organization is to better leverage its knowledge assets for greater long-term
profitability, it must carefully established metrics which map to this strategy.
These metrics, and the collected information they enable, then provide the
feedback required for managers to make the tactical decisions for ultimate
strategy fulfillment. Therefore, knowledge management measurements provide
the link between and organization knowledge strategy and its tactics.3 9
With our understanding of "why" today's knowledge-intensive organizations
desire to measure the return on their knowledge management assets, we now
shift our focus to the more central question of "how" an organization measures
these seemingly intangible benefits. This question will be addressed in the
following section.
39 This idea was taken from an APQC presentation entitled APQC and Better Management Webinar
Measuring the Impact of Knowledge Management. This presentation can be found on the APQC public
web-site at http://www.apqc.org/.
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4 "HOW"; Developing a Valuation Methodology
4.1 Section Introduction
This section seeks to answer the question of "how" to measure the benefits
from significant investments in knowledge management assets (i.e. the proposed
process for the development of a business case illustrating the benefits from a
particular knowledge management initiative). In the previous sections we
identified "what" we are measuring and "why" we are measuring, but now it is
time to shift our focus to "how" this measurement of benefits from an
organizations utilization of knowledge management assets will be accomplished.
The end result of this section will be my prescribed measurement methodology; a
methodology utilized in two separate industry case studies, and iterated based
on the lessons learned from these case studies. However, before jumping into
my proposed measurement methodology, a review of ongoing efforts to measure
and manage an organization's intellectual capital is conducted. This review and
understanding of models used for the measurement of a company's intangible
assets is important because it provides the underpinning for the development of
my prescribed benefits measurement methodology. This review of literature from
both academia and industry is then followed up by a summary of the main "take-
a-ways" that acted as the "building blocks" to my methodology. Finally, a
description of the prescribed methodology, a methodology refined based on
lessons from actual case studies, is offered to the reader.
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4.2 Efforts to Measure and Manage Intellectual Capital (1980's to
Present)
In my attempts to develop a measurement methodology for realized
knowledge management benefits, I found it valuable to review the multiple
ongoing efforts which are being made in the field of non-financial asset
measurement. This study of the various models and frameworks employed over
the past two decades to measure a firm's intangible or non-financial assets has
allowed me to pull various aspects from some of these models for incorporation
into my proposed measurement methodology. Probably the largest and best
documented effort to measure intangibles is the models used to measure firm's
intellectual capital. Therefore the following text seeks to understand the progress
made in the field of intellectual capital management and measurement, and how
this field of study provides insights into the challenge of identifying the benefits
from investments in knowledge management tools. Sharing a close relationship
with intellectual capital, this section of the thesis will also explain how knowledge
management and intellectual capital are related.
4.2.1 A Brief History
Some authors believe the first reference to intellectual capital was made in
1969 by economist John Kenneth Galbraith who wrote to a fellow economist:
I wonder if you realise how much those of us the world around have owed to the
intellectual capital you have provided over these last decades.40 The actual
management of intellectual capital seems to have commenced in the early 1980s
as managers, academics, and consultants around the globe realized that a major
40 Cited from: Hudson, W. Intellectual Capital: How to Build It, Enhance It, Use It. New York: John
Wiley, 1993.
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determinant of an organizations bottom line was its intellectual capital. In
Sweden, a man by the name of Karl-Eric Sveiby, the manager of a small
publishing company, published a book in 1986 entitled The Know-How Company.
The books thesis centered on how organizations must manage their intangible
assets.4 1 The intellectual capital emphasis continued with University of California
Berkeley Business School Professor David Teece. Teece wrote the well known
1986 article "Profiting from technological innovation", in which he identified steps
necessary to extract value from a firm's innovations. The steps outlined in his
article gave managers of innovation-rich firms a systematic plan for training
employees on how to extract value from their innovations. Expounding on
Teece's ideas, an independent business consultant by the name of Patrick
Sullivan established a successful consulting service which advised clients on the
"extraction of value from innovation from a business perspective".42 Intellectual
capital was further examined by management guru Peter Drucker in his
description of a post-capitalist society.4 3 In both 1991 and 1994 a staff writer for
Fortune Magazine by the name of Tom Stewart wrote two articles on
"brainpower" where he attributed much of company's success to the intellectual
capital of its employees. Stewart is credited with providing the main catalyst for a
new business world of intellectual capitalists.44 This gaining momentum in the
interest of intellectual capital was supported by Stewart's later book where he
41 Harrison & Sullivan, Profitingfrom intellectual capital: learning from leading companies. Journal of
Intellectual Capital, Vol. 1 No. 1, 2000, pp. 33-46.
42 Quote cited from Harrison & Sullivan, Profiting from intellectual capital: learning from leading
companies. Journal of Intellectual Capital, Vol. 1 No. 1, 2000, pp. 33-46.
43 Drucker, P.F. (1993). Post-Capitalist Society. New York: HarperCollins.
44 Stewart, T.A. (1991). Brainpower: how intellectual capital is becoming America's most valuable asset.
Fortune, 3 June, 44-60.
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defined intellectual capital as "intellectual material - knowledge, information,
intellectual property, and experience - that can be put to use to create wealth".4 5
Also in the early 1990s, Skandia AFS, a Swedish financial company, organized
what is thought to be the first intellectual capital office and named Leif Edvinsson
as its vice-president for intellectual capital.46
4.2.2 Why the Growing Interest in Intellectual Capital?
With the growing interest in the study of intellectual capital and its
management follows the question of "why". What is the reason for this
burgeoning field and the growing attention around a company's intangible
assets?
Davies and Waddington claim that as the global economy moves from that
of a product economy to more of a service economy the drive for the examination
of intellectual capital increases. They contend that the further developed
economies move from commodities, the greater is the value of firm's intellectual
assets.47 Starting in the mid-1990s the management of intellectual capital was
seen as a valuable source of competitive advantage. Some observers say that
the industrial era's successor - the information age - has made information a
commodity that can be easily bought and sold. Consequently, information can no
longer offer a substantial competitive advantage, and only the aggressive
management of a firm's knowledge and intellectual capital will offer a source of
45 Stewart, T.A. ( 1997). Intellectual Capital: The New Wealth of Organizations. New York:
Doubleday/Currency.
46 Harrison & Sullivan, Profitingfrom intellectual capital: learning from leading companies. Journal of
Intellectual Capital, Vol. 1 No. 1, 2000, pp. 33-46.
47 Davies and Waddington. (1 999)The management and measurement of INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL.
Management Accounting, September, 1999, 34.
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competitive advantage.4 8 Other authors have gone so far to contend this new
form of economic value belongs to a paradigm shift where sustainable
competitive advantage is directly linked to individual worker knowledge and the
sum total of the organization's knowledge.49 In fact, according to a 1997 survey
by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA), the top executives of
both the Canadian Financial Post 300 firms and US Fortune 500 firms view
intellectual assets as "critical for a firm's success".50 This growing view of
intellectual assets make sense according to a Brookings Institute study which
demonstrated the value of these "soft" assets has grown significantly since the
early 1980s. Hard assets represented 62% of the companies' market value in
1982, whereas in 1992 this figure dropped to 38%.51 As already previously
mentioned, Tom Stewart of Fortune Magazine promoted the idea that the
company's intellectual capital has much to do with the profitability or success of
the company. In other words, the "brainpower" of an organization's workers must
be managed for success in our current information and service heavy economy.
Other authors recognize the growing interest in intellectual capital as a result of
inadequate accounting methods. According to Bontis, now both respected
practitioners and scholars with impressive credentials are acknowledging that
traditional accounting measures are insufficient and these same voices are
48 Bassi, Laurie. HARNESSING THE POWER OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL. Training &
Development, December, 1997, 25-30.
49 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -6 0 .
50 Stivers, et. al. Harnessing corporate IQ, CA Magazine, April 1997.
5' These figures cited from: Dzinkowski, Ramona. The measurement and management of intellectual
capital: AN INTRODUCTION. Management Accounting: Magazine for Chartered Management. Vol. 78
Issue 2, p32, February 2000.
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promoting the use of "alternative" financial performance models.52 David Moore
of the Canadian Institute for Chartered Accountants states:
"Financial performance measures derived from information in financial
statements or other financial sources have been used by publicly listed
companies for many years. They highlight specific aspects of a company's
profitability, solvency, liquidity, productivity or market strength. Such performance
measures are however based on historical and transaction based information
that does not take into account changes in values or internally generated
intangibles".5 3 Dzinkowski continues this argument by stating that standard
accounting models were designed for "informing company management and
stakeholders on stocks and flows of value". These values are quantified figures
subject to generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). However,
intellectual capital is a novel concept and maps directly to the intangible assets of
the firm. Therefore, the current accounting model is not capable of capturing the
value derived from intangible assets nor represents these assets in a meaningful
format. As such, the need for a financial model capable of accounting for
intangible or "soft" assets is yet another driver for the growing interest in
intellectual capital measurement and management.
Authors are also using the adage "you cannot manage what you cannot
measure" as another impetus to their study of intellectual capital. In Martin's
rationale for the measurement of intellectual assets he argues that some form of
52 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -6 0 .
53 Cited from: Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure
intellectual capital. International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
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measurement is "integral to management", and "today, the measurement of
intellectual capital is a necessary indicator of organizational performance".5 4
Martin goes on to explain that organizations that resist measuring their
intellectual assets risk losing valuable knowledge capital, and hence reduce their
ability to compete. These "resistant" organizations may choose to continue with
"industrial-age" types of methods that are easier to justify to the stakeholder, but
are not reflecting the true situation of the firm. Martin explains how the
measurement of intangible assets can serve as a "check" of the "degree of
alignment" between the firm's strategy and their actual operational practice. This
check of alignment steers the attention of management to the identified critical
performance drivers when needed. In summary, for those who believe that the
management of anything requires an element of measurement, the management
of intangibles must then address the need for appropriate measurement models.
As long as a firm's intellectual assets continue to outgrow its physical assets, the
importance of intellectual assets to future cash flows becomes more and more
important and cannot be ignored.
Even though some authors might contend that current intellectual capital
measurement models are flawed, most agree the current global trend represents
the importance of intangible assets to a firm's continued success, and that these
intangible assets will continue to play an important role.55 In 1994 Peter Drucker
predicted that "knowledge workers" would make-up the majority of a developed
54 Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge management programmes.
Journal of Information Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1-2 7.
55 Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge management programmes.
Journal ofInformation Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1 -2 7.
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society's workforce and that organizations in these developed societies have no
choice but to manage their "knowledge workers" or risk obsolescence.5 6
According to a 1998 international survey conducted by Arthur Andersen, over
300 companies from Europe, North America and Asia also realize the importance
of the "knowledge worker" and the measurement of intangible assets. The survey
revealed that 1) the majority of companies believed that intellectual capital
reporting in annual reports would increase, 2) about three-quarters of the
respondents were already tracking two or more non-financial measures, 3) most
respondents agreed that the measurement of intellectual capital would improve
the company's performance, and 4) roughly half believed that what was learned
from the process of measuring intellectual capital was as important as
information received from the measures.57
Thus when attempting to answer the question of why managing and
measuring intellectual capital is gaining significant momentum authors cite the
following reasons:
· The shift from a product economy to a more service-oriented economy,
* Intellectual Capital is now seen as a valuable source of competitive
advantage capable of significant revenue generation,
* Current financial accounting methods are inadequate at fully reflecting the
assets of today's information-heavy organizations,
* Managers cannot possibly manage a firm's intellectual assets without
some form of measurement system for feedback.
56 Drucker, Peter. Atlantic Monthly, November 1994.
57 Survey results cited from: Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to
measure intellectual capital. International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
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Having now examined a brief history behind the growth of intellectual capital
management and having answered the question of why organizations are so
interested in the management and measurement of intellectual capital let's now
examine how literature is defining both intellectual capital and intellectual capital
management, and how intellectual capital is related to knowledge management.
4.2.3 Defining Intellectual Capital, Intellectual Capital Management
and Its Relationship to Knowledge Management
In the mid-1 990s the most widely held definition used to explain intellectual
capital was "knowledge that is of value to an organization."58 Since then, more
detailed definitions have surfaced including:
· Intellectual capital is described as "intellectual material that has been
formalized, captured and leveraged to produce a higher-valued asset.
Central to the idea of intellectual capital is the basic distinction between
traditional assets such as buildings and land, which are tangible, and
intellectual or intangible assets."59
* Intellectual capital is the "total stock of capital or knowledge-based equity
that the company possesses. As such, intellectual capital can be both the
end result of knowledge transformation process or the knowledge itself
that is transformed into intellectual property or intellectual assets of the
firm."6
Practitioners and scholars then defined intellectual capital management as
the vehicle by which companies began to learn more about their intellectual
capital. In other words, the accumulation, transformation and valuation of
58 Bassi, Laurie. HARNESSING THE POWER OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL. Training &
Development, December, 1997, 25-30.
59 Cited from: Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge management
programmes. Journal of Information Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1 -27.
60 Cited from: Dzinkowski, Ramona. The measurement and management of intellectual capital: AN
INTRODUCTION. Management Accounting: Magazine for Chartered Management. Vol. 78 Issue 2, p32,
February 2000.
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intellectual capital lie at the heart of intellectual capital management. I personally
like to think of intellectual capital management as the link between the intellectual
capital of a firm and its strategic objectives, a relationship we will find very
important for many of the current-day intellectual capital measurement models.
In an effort to standardize our thinking of intellectual capital and the
management of these intangible assets, I will adopt the model introduced by
Hubert Saint-Onge, Charles Armstrong, Gordon Petrash, and Leif Edvisson
jointly produced in the book "Intellectual capital; Realising your company's true
value by finding its hidden brainpower."61 This jointly developed model breaks
intellectual capital into the three main components of:
· Human Capital: The know-how, capabilities, skills and expertise of the
human members of the organization.
* Organizational (structural) Capital: The organizational capabilities
developed to meet market requirements such as patents, trademarks,
management tools, process-improvement techniques, IT systems, or R&D
efforts that have been implemented to improve the effectiveness and
profitability of the organization.
* Customer Capital: Customer capital includes the connections outside the
organization such as customer loyalty, goodwill, and stakeholder
relationships.
These three components together interrelate to deliver value to the customer.
The following "Value Platform" figure illustrates the relationship between these
three components of a firm's intellectual capital.62
61 Edvinsson, L. and M. Malone: Intellectual capital: Realising your company's true value by finding its
hidden brainpower. New York: Harper Collins Publishers Inc, 1997.
62 "Value Platform" is the term assigned to this intellectual capital model by Edvinsson and Malone.
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Figure 1: VALUE PLATFORM; Illustrating Intellectual Capital as adopted from Edvisson and
Malone
From the Value Platform figure the reader will notice that only when the
three components of intellectual capital intersect is value being created. The
downward, dashed triangle indicates the flow of knowledge assets toward the
customer stakeholder, and that customer capital is only generated when the
firm's human and organizational capital intersect. In other words, it is assumed
that human capital acts as the "building blocks" for the organizational capital of a
firm, and both human capital and organizational capital intersect to create
customer capital.
It is from this Value Platform model of intellectual capital that we can find
the relationship between intellectual capital and knowledge management. It is my
assumption that knowledge management assets (i.e. tools) are a significant
contributor to a firm's organizational capital, and that through the interaction of a
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VALUE PLATFORM
The intersection of 3 types of capital create value
firm's knowledge workers and these knowledge management assets can value
be created for multiple customer stakeholders (both internal and external
customer stakeholders). With this thought in mind I have adapted the Value
Platform model of Edvinsson and Malone to illustrate where knowledge
management assets fit into our understanding of intellectual capital. In summary,
we can safely conclude that it is knowledge management assets which make up
part of a firm's organizational capital, and this organizational capital combines
with human capital to form value-creating customer capital.63
VALUE PLATFORM
The intersection of 3 types of capital create value
Figure 2: VALUE PLATFORM showing the relationship between Knowledge Management assets~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Figure 2: VALUE PLATFORM showing the relationship between Knowledge Management assets
and Intellectual Capital
With our understanding of how both practitioners and scholars are defining
intellectual capital and the management of intellectual capital, we are ready to
63 Bassi, Laurie. HARNESSING THE POWER OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL. Training &
Development, December, 1997, 25-30.
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review the multiple intellectual capital measurement models found in literature.
Again, our end-goal for this section is to find applicable "take a ways" from these
intangible measurement models that can be applied to a measurement
framework and methodology for measuring the benefits realized from the
investment in knowledge management tools.
4.2.4 Intellectual Capital Measurement Models Reviewed
After a review of the multiple intellectual capital models developed over the
past two decades, I have chosen to categorize them based on the following three
characteristics:
* Those models focusing on the "whole" of the intellectual capital asset for
possible financial report use.
* Those models focused on measuring intellectual capital assets to enable
intellectual capital management.
* Those models using a value-chain analysis approach.
4.2.4.1 Intellectual Capital Measurement Models Focusing on the
"Whole"
In the first category of intellectual capital measurement models, those
focusing on the "whole" of the intellectual capital asset can be found three
primary models; market-to-book ratios, Tobin's Q, and calculated intangible
value. Each of these models seeks to measure the whole, or overall value of the
firm's intangible assets. Again, this intangible measurement figure might be
calculated for annual financial report purposes, or to allow a firm to compare their
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intellectual capital stock with a competing like firm.64 Let's briefly examine each of
these measurement models focusing on the "whole" independently.
1. market-to-book ratios: Probably the simplest measure of a firm's
intellectual capital calculated by taking the difference between a firm's
market value and its book value. For example, if a company's market
value is $10bn and its book value is $5bn, then the residual $5bn
represents the value of its intangible assets. A common example given
in literature is the Microsoft Corporation in the mid-1 990's. In 1996
Microsoft's market value was 11.2 times its book value or tangible
assets value. According to the market-to-book measurement model,
this missing value represents the market's estimation of Microsoft's
stock of intellectual capital not captured in financial statements.65
2. Tobin's Q: One method to get around the depreciation problem found
with using the market-to-book ratio to compare intellectual capital
between firms is to use Tobin's 'q'. Developed by James Tobin, the "q"
value is the ratio of the market value of the firm (share price x number
of shares) to the replacement cost of its assets. In other words the ratio
between a company's market value and the cost of replacing its
assets. Authors cite the trend of rising Tobin "q" ratios in most
industries as we shift from an industrial to a knowledge-centric
economy.66 Both the market-to-book ratio and Tobin's "q" value are
best suited for making comparisons of the intangible assets between
firms in the same industry.67
64 Dzinkowski, Ramona. The measurement and management of intellectual capital: AN INTRODUCTION.
Management Accounting: Magazine for Chartered Management. Vol. 78 Issue 2, p32, February 2000.
65 Roos and Roos. Measuring your Company's Intellectual Performance. Long Range Planning. Vol. 30
No. 3, pp. 413 to 426, 1997.
66 Roos, Goran and Roos, Johan. Measuring your company's intellectual performance, Long Range
Planning, Vol. 30, No. 3. pp. 413 to 26, 1997.
67 Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge management programs.
Journal of Information Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1-27.
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3. Calculated Intangible Value (civ): Calculated Intangible Value is a
method to compute the fair market value of a firm's intangible assets
by comparing a firm's return on assets with an annual one published
for the industry. The outcome of this measurement process, the
calculated intangible value, represents a company's ability to leverage
its intangible assets to outperform other companies in its industries. A
1997 example taken from drug company Merck showed a 3-year
average return on its assets of 29%. The published industry ROA was
10%. After multiplying the industry average ROA times Merck's
average year-end tangible assets of $12.95bn we find what the
average drug company would have earned from that amount of
tangible assets. Taking the difference between Merck's average pre-
tax earnings and the average drug company's earnings gives how
much more Merck earned from its assets than the average drug maker
would ($2.39bn). 68
4.2.4.2 Intellectual Capital Measurement Models Focusing on
Intellectual Capital Management
The second category of intellectual capital measurement models consists of
those models seeking to support a firm's management of its intangible assets.
Many of these models strive to link various indices or metrics to the firm's
strategic objectives, therefore allowing managers the ability to make necessary
course corrections. I will highlight five of the better-known models which fall
within this measurement model category.
Skandia Navigator:
Skandia, one of Sweden's leading insurance companies, is considered to be
one of the first organizations to make a truly focused attempt at measuring its
68 Example cited from: Stewart, T.A.: Intellectual capital: The new wealth of nations. New York:
Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, 1997.
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intellectual capital stocks.69 According to Bontis, Skandia first developed its
Intellectual Capital measurement and reporting system for internal use in 1985,
and became the first company to issue and intellectual capital addendum to its
shareholder financial report in 1994.7 0 The Skandia "Navigator" measurement
model breaks down its intellectual capital assets into the following five
categories:
· Financial focus: Income; results of operations which have already
occurred,
* Customer focus: Accessibility to customer stakeholders, customer
policies,
* Human focus: The empowerment of our worker stakeholders,
* Process focus: Process cycle times, process mistake measurements (i.e.
quality),
* Renewal focus: R&D expensed versed G&A expenses, IT expenses and
competence per employee.7 1
Leif Edvinsson, the primary architect behind the Skandia Navigator, was
seeking to identify the roots of Skandia's value by "measuring the hidden
dynamic factors that underlie the visible buildings and products of the company."
The end-goal of this holistic intellectual capital measurement model is to value
the company using both financial and non-financial measures in the five focuses
that combine to equal the company's true value. The Skandia Navigator attempts
to find a balance between both financial and non-financial reporting, acting to
uncover and visualize it intellectual capital, therefore tying the company's
69 Huseman, R. and Goodman, J. Leading with Knowledge. London: Sage. 1993.
70 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
71 Cited from Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge management
programs. Journal ofInformation Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1 -27.
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strategic vision to its core competencies. It is the hope of Edvinsson that his
intellectual capital valuation model will account for the ever widening gap
between the company's market value and its book value.
To complete its valuation, the Navigator uses over 90 new intellectual capital
indices (i.e. metrics) along with the approximately 70 financial indices already in
use. Over 100 of these total indices use dollar amounts, survey results, direct
counts and percentages in their attempt to quantify measurements. All of the
monetary indices are weighted and combined to form an overall intellectual
capital value figure. Next, all percentile indices are combined to form a coefficient
of intellectual capital completeness which is thought to indicate the companies
"velocity, position and direction." Finally, the intellectual capital value figure is
multiplied by the coefficient of completeness for an overall "Intellectual Capital
Figure."
In Australia, the recruitment firm of Morgan & Banks has implemented a
Navigator-like intellectual capital valuation system with considerable success. In
this case the firm has doubled its customer base in three years by tracking such
indices as:
· Growth in revenue,
* Percentage of image-enhancing customers,
* Percentage change in sales per customer,
* Repeat business as a percentage of all business,
* Percentage of revenue provided by the "top" customers.7 2
72 Example cited from Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge
management programs. Journal ofInformation Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1 -2 7.
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IC-Index:
The Intellectual Capital or "IC" Index is considered by some to be a
"second generation" intellectual capital valuation methodology developed around
1997 by Goran Roos and his associates at Intellectual Capital Services Ltd.73 In
this model Roos and associates attempted to consolidate the numerous indices
of the Navigator model into a single index or a "bottom line to intellectual capital."
Roos and his associates were seeking to "make a larger part of the organization
visible and open to evaluation." It was specifically this "IC-lndex" which was first
used in Skandia's 1997 financial report to shareholders. According to Roos and
his associates, this single intellectual capital index gives managers the ability to
quickly assess the firm's intellectual capital situation by providing a simple
summary index vice the long, laundry list of indices used by the Navigator model.
After using the IC-lndex model for a few years, a firm's managers can take a
dynamic look at its intellectual capital management by comparing its IC-Index
with past years.
Like the Skandia Navigator, the firm needs to choose appropriate
intangible measurement indices based on its strategic vision. These indices will
then be weighted appropriately and tracked for frequent computation of the IC-
Index. Roos and his associates stressed that each organization will have their
own set of unique indices and that no one set of intellectual capital indices is
73 Roos, J., Roos G., Dragonetti, N.C., and Edvinsson, L. Intellectual Capital: Navigating in the New
Business Landscape. London, Macmillan, 1997.
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appropriate for all organizations. Also, Roos sought to narrow the scope of
indices to only those measurements under the company's direct control.74
As further guidance, Roos suggests that company strategy and those forms of
intellectual capital (i.e. human form, structural form, and/or customer form) which
help the company achieve its goals should be the -guiding factor when deciding
which intellectual capital indices to stress in a measurement model. Roos also
contests that the main consideration for the weighting of indices should be the
relative importance of that measurement to the particular business of the
company.7 5
Intangible Assets Monitor:
Developed in Sweden around 1987, Carl Sveiby sought to measure the
intangible assets of an organization completely separate of its balance sheet.
Sveiby envisioned an intangibles balance sheet as widely accepted as today's
financial balance sheet capable of describing the company's intangible assets to
external stakeholders. Sveiby recommends the following three indicators of a
company's intangible assets:
· External Structure: Refers to relationships with customer and supplier
stakeholders, to brand names and company reputation (i.e. how well the
organization is able to meet customer expectations).
· Internal Structure: Consists of intellectual property (i.e. trademarks,
patents), information systems, internal networks, and company spirit.
74 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
75 Roos, J., Roos G., Dragonetti, N.C., and Edvinsson, L. Intellectual Capital: Navigating in the New
Business Landscape. London, Macmillan, 1997.
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* Individual Competence: This refers to the abilities of a firm's workers to
react in any given situation and it includes worker skills, education and
training.76
For each of these intangible asset indicators, Sveiby recommends using three
measurement indicators of 1) growth and renewal, 2) efficiency, and 3) stability.
Taking the "External Structure" category as an example, growth and renewal
could be measured by indices such as profitability per customer, or the increase
in revenue after deducting increases through acquisitions. Efficiency could be
measured by indices such as satisfied customers and expansions of sales per
customer. Finally, stability could be measured by indices such as the proportion
of high-valued customers, the average tenure for a firm's customers, or the
extent of repeat orders.77
Like both the Skandia Navigator and IC-lndex valuation models, Sveiby also
recommends selecting your indices carefully, based on the organizations
strategic vision. In the end, the intangible assets monitor gives management a
balanced scorecard-like presentation of its intangible assets (the balanced
scorecard approach of Kaplan and Norton will be discussed later in this section).
As an example of Intangible Assets Monitor use, Celemi, as Swedish software
and consulting company has been measuring and managing its intangible assets
using an IAM-like model for several years. Although Celemi does not assign
financial values to its measurements, its goal is to measure the growth of its
intellectual assets. You see, Celemi, like other visionary companies, understands
76 Cited from Sveiby, K., The Intangible Assets Monitor (1998) Available at
http://www- .sveiby.com.au/lntaingAss/CompanvMonitor.html.
77 These examples cited from Martin, William. Approaches to the measurement of the impact of knowledge
management programs. Journal of Information Science, Vol. 26 Issue 1, 2000, pp.2 1-27.
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the innate value of managing its intellectual assets and truly believes its long-
term prosperity is directly linked to the nurturing of its intangibles. In a 1998
report, Celemi added a Value-added Statement to its financials highlighting key
indicators such as "value added % of sales," "profit capacity % sales," "the return
on equity capacity after tax," "value added per employee," and "value added per
expert."7 8
Technology Broker:
Annie Brooking created the "Technology Broker IC Audit" in 1996 as a
more practical methodology to computing the value of a firm's intellectual assets.
Using a pre-defined set of questionnaires from her toolbox, Brooking seeks to
first define a firm's intellectual capital using the four components of market
assets, human-centered assets, intellectual property assets, and infrastructure
assets, and second value those assets using either a cost approach (based on
an assessment of the replacement cost of the asset), a market approach (uses
market comparables to assess value), or an income approach (assesses the
income-producing capability, or NPV, of the asset).
This toolbox approach starts with a general "IC Indicator" questionnaire
which seeks to identify how mature a firm's focus is regarding intellectual capital
management. This initial questionnaire is then followed up by four audits
covering the four Brooking categories of intellectual assets. In total the
Technology Broker IC Audit comprises 178 questions. Of note, many
organizations using the Technology Broker has chosen to assign Likert-type
78 Celemi example cited from Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to
measure intellectual capital. International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
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scales to each of the questions to help quantify many of the qualitative questions.
These organizations are not comfortable making the considerable leap needed to
go from the qualitative results of the audit questions to a dollar value using either
of the three conversion methods.7 9
Balanced Scorecard:
Building on the relatively young trend to measure and valuate and
organizations intellectual assets, Kaplan and Norton introduced their Balanced
Scorecard Approach in a popular 1992 Harvard Business Review Article.80 This
seemingly celebrated measurement model was aimed at helping managers
combine performance measures from the different business perspectives of
knowledge development, infrastructure, customer and financial. The Balanced
Scorecard is meant to give managers a simplified, comprehensive snapshot view
of the business, including both the traditional financial measures and non-
traditional intellectual capital assets of the organization. Kaplan and Norton use
the analogy of a jet's cockpit dials to describe the Balanced Scorecard. These
cockpit dials take the complex information of an aircraft's systems and present
them to the pilot in an intuitive, easy to comprehend manner for real-time
decision making.
Kaplan and Norton also explain how the traditional financial indicators of a
scorecard offer a historical view of the business, or where it has been, while the
79 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
80 R. Kaplan and D. Norton, The balanced scorecard-measures that drive performance, Harvard Business
Review Vol. 70, January-February, pp. 71-79, 1992.
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non-traditional indicators offer a future look of the business, or where it is going. 1
Like other models to valuate intellectual capital, the indicators chosen for both
the traditional and non-traditional assets must be based on the organization's
strategic vision and goals. Once the goals of the organization are identified,
factors should be identified by key personnel within the organization that can
"make or break" the pursuit of the strategic goals. Finally indicators which capture
these "make or break" factors can be brainstormed for systematic
measurement.8 2
Others:
Certainly many other measurement models exist seeking to assist
management in the valuation of their organization's intangible assets such as
Stewart Stern's Economic Value Added model, the Dow Chemicals Citation-
Weighted Patents model, or the many firm-customized models cited in literature
examples.8 3 However, the five models described in this particular category give
us a good review of the basic building blocks used by most valuation models
seeking to enable intellectual capital management.
4.2.4.3 Measurement Models Using a "Value-Stream" Approach
The third and final category of intellectual capital measurement models is
what I have termed value-stream analysis models. This value-stream analysis
approach to intellectual assets identification and measurement is introduced by
81 R. Kaplan and D. Norton, The balanced scorecard-measures that drive performance, Harvard Business
Review Vol. 70, January-February, pp. 71-79, 1992.
82 Roos, Goran and Roos, Johan. Measuring your company's intellectual performance, Long Range
Planning, Vol. 30, No. 3. pp. 413 to 26, 1997.
83 Bontis, Nick. Assessing knowledge assets: a review of the models used to measure intellectual capital.
International Journal of Management Reviews. Vol. 3 Issue 1, pp.4 1 -60.
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Dzinkowski in an article entitled "The measurement and management of
intellectual capital: an introduction."84 In this article the author presents a
framework for the management of organizational capital, one of the three types
of intellectual capital as presented earlier in Edvinsson and Malone's Value
Platform model. As with other types of value stream analysis, the author directs
the firm to identify the elements of its processes and activities and link them to
the creation of value by the firm. In other words, the author is recommending the
firm conduct a value-stream mapping exercise of its processes in order to
understand how knowledge is created, integrated, transformed and utilized in
order to add value to the firm's products. The author goes on to describe how this
measurement approach will require a horizontal, or cross-functional view of the
firm in order to view the flows of knowledge between functional departments,
within divisions and throughout the firm.
Complimenting Dzinkowski in the subject of value-stream analysis is the in-
depth research ongoing throughout the Lean Aerospace Initiative (LAI)
headquartered at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In particular, the
Product Development Value Stream Mapping Tool (PDVSM) available to LAI
consortium members offers valuable insights for uncovering and managing
intangible assets.85 Like intellectual capital, product development processes
consist of assets which are difficult to measure using direct methods. Assets
such as information and knowledge which travel throughout typical engineering
84 Dzinkowski, Ramona. The measurement and management of intellectual capital: an introduction.
Management Accounting: Magazinefor Chartered Management. Vol. 78 Issue 2, p32, February 2000.
85 Notes taken from: Product Development Value Stream Mapping (PDVSM) Manual, LAI Constortium,
Release Beta, March 2004, http://lean.mit.edu.
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processes are much harder to uncover and valuate when compared to the
physical assets traveling through the "factory floor" value stream. Therefore, the
LAI has developed the PDVSM to assist organizations with uncovering and
mapping their engineering processes in an attempt to increase the efficiency of
engineering processes (e.g. through the application of lean principles to eliminate
waste, improve process cycle times, and improve process quality). From the
Dzinkowski article and the LAI PDVSM research, the following points support
using a value-stream approach to measure intangible assets:
· Understanding the applicable value stream allows a measurement team
to appreciate how the organization's knowledge-workers utilize its
intellectual capital (i.e. human capital and organizational capital) to
create valuable customer capital. Taking the time to map out and
understand the value stream will highlight when and where the
organization's intellectual assets are being utilized for value-creation,
enabling the better management of those assets, and the more informed
selection of measurement indices.
* A value-stream approach uncovers processes, therefore enabling
process measures to be established: Gaining a full understanding of the
applicable value stream will uncover the processes which make up the
value stream. With this understanding one can now measure how
intellectual capital affects the efficiency of these processes (i.e. reduces
process wastes and improves process quality) by establishing process
measures.This becomes critical for evaluating the affects of
organizational capital, such as knowledge management assets, and
whether or not the investment in such assets is improving the efficiency
of processes making up the applicable value stream.
Therefore, in my estimation, a value stream-centric approach to measuring
intellectual capital offers the greatest insight into how the firm's knowledge
workers are utilizing its intellectual capital assets for value creation and more
importantly, how the firm's intellectual capital assets are affecting the efficiency of
the processes which make up the value stream.
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4.3 Take-A-Ways from the Review of Intellectual Assets
Valuation Models
From our review of the multiple current-day models seeking to both valuate
and manage a firm's intellectual assets, the following take-a-ways are considered
to be insightful for the development of a knowledge management benefit
measurement methodology:
1. Strategically Aligned Measurement Indicators: In the attempt to answer
the question of "what to measure", many of the reviewed models
developed their measurement indices and metrics based on the
organization's strategic vision or goals. According to many of the authors,
generating measurement indices based on the firm's strategy is imperative
for a meaningful valuation of intangible assets. This approach acts to 1)
enable the selection of measurement indices which are considered
important to the continual prosperity of the firm by all knowledge workers,
and 2) enable the selection of indices which have the potential to show
some of the more significant benefits from the intangible asset (I later refer
to these more significant benefits as the "core benefits" realized from the
knowledge management asset of study). Therefore, when selecting "what
knowledge management tool benefits to measure," it is recommended to
engage the organization's strategic goals for a meaningful and potentially
rewarding set of measurement indices.
2. A Value-Stream Approach: In the third category of intellectual capital
valuation models we found a value-stream centric approach to be utilized.
This same approach can be effectively applied to knowledge management
assets, or the organizational capital piece of intellectual capital assets
according to our adopted Value Platform model of intellectual capital. In
this approach the measurer seeks to understand how the knowledge
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worker utilizes the knowledge management asset of study in the value
stream. In other words, how is the knowledge management asset of focus
being used by the worker to complete their assigned processes and add
value to the value stream. Also, a value stream approach uncovers the
processes making up the applicable value stream, therefore allowing the
measurer to establish process measures. The process measures can then
be used to valuate how a particular knowledge management asset is
affecting the processes in a value stream (i.e. is the asset improving the
efficiency of the value stream processes and by how much).
3. Customize your Measurement Model: As with models seeking to
valuate intellectual capital assets, no one "universal model" is appropriate
for the measurement of knowledge management tool benefits. In each
measurement case, the measurer should fully understand how the asset is
being utilized by the knowledge worker and how the asset maps to the
organization's strategy. As an example, firm "gamma" has the strategic
goals of "leading the industry in customer satisfaction" and "the continual
improvement of product quality" within its corporate vision statement. Let
us imagine firm gamma utilizes a knowledge management collaboration
tool for frequent customer stakeholder collaboration within its engineering
function, and the use of "common team spaces" for its product-line
integrated product teams. Both of these assets, the collaboration tool and
the common team-spaces, are considered knowledge management
assets since they enable the creation, sharing, retrieval and
transformation of knowledge to create value (i.e. they pass our knowledge
management "acid test" presented in section 2.2.2). When attempting to
measure the benefits from the engineering functions use of the
collaboration tool for early customer collaboration, firm gamma selected a
metric directly related to the corporate goal of increasing customer
satisfaction; the ratio of revenues from sales to customer "x" to the total
capital spent by customer "x" for related inventory. This ratio was tracked
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by management quarterly and grew as more and more engineering
knowledge workers adopted the collaboration tool for early customer
collaboration with customer "x". However, this metric is clearly not suited
for measuring the benefits realized from the use of common-team spaces.
Therefore, the firm modified its model by selecting a metric which tracked
cycle-times required to complete product production plans by integrated
product teams. In this model the firm found significant reductions in design
cycle times as more and more teams utilized the common-team spaces.
The firm converted this increase in process efficiency to a monetary value
using an average engineering hourly wage. This example illustrates the
need to customize your measurement model for the knowledge
management asset of study.
4. Assumptions are Critical: As highlighted in our review of intellectual
capital valuation models, the measurer will need to make various
assumptions to appropriately illustrate the results of their measurement
exercise. The first critical assumption is that the firm values its knowledge
workers and the management of its knowledge assets. If this is not the
case, an exercise to measure the benefits of knowledge management
assets will be futile to the firm's leadership. Other unique weighting and
extrapolation assumptions are also commonly needed for the
quantification of intangible benefits.
5. Narrow the Scope: As with many of the intellectual capital valuation
models, do not attempt to measure every predicted benefit of the
knowledge management asset. Doing so will only lead to a lengthy
"laundry list" of measurement indices which may possibly overwhelm
those knowledge workers assigned to the measurement exercise. Narrow
the scope to those predicted "core benefits" which are linked to the firm's
strategy.
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6. Make the Measurement Results Visible: As recommended in the IC-
Index model for intellectual capital valuation, any intangible asset
measurement process will act to make those assets of the firm visible to
all knowledge workers. Therefore, clearly market the results in a well-
written, personalized case-study, or on the "scorecards" used by
management and knowledge workers. Also, put the measurement results
in a form which can be shared with external stakeholders, therefore
increasing their confidence in the organizations mission.
4.4 Prescribed Methodology for the Benefit Measurement of
Knowledge Management Assets
With the preceding literature review take-a-ways in mind, and the lessons
learned from practical application through two industry case studies, I prescribe
the following baseline methodology for the measurement of knowledge
management asset benefits:
1. Define the knowledge management asset and knowledge worker
population segment to be studied.
2. Identify how the knowledge management asset is utilized by the
organization's knowledge workers in the value stream.
3. Select key performance indicators for the study.86
4. Complete data collection of the selected key performance indicators.
5. Compute quantitative benefits.
6. Complete personalized success story describing both qualitative
benefits and quantitative benefits in a business case format.
86 The term "key performance indicators" is taken from the following paper: Robinson, H.S. et al.
Developing a business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT approach. Construction Management
and Economics, Vol. 22, pp. 733-743, September 2004.
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It should be understood that this six-step prescribed methodology is only
meant to act as recommended guidance for the valuation of knowledge
management assets, and is therefore a very flexible architecture. Each
measurement endeavor by a firm will be unique, and iterations of this
methodology will more than likely be required. Each of the six steps which make
up this prescribed measurement methodology will now be explained in greater
detail.
4.4.1 Step 1: Define the Asset and Knowledge Worker Segment of
Study
As explained in the literature review "take-a-ways", attempting to measure
all of the perceived benefits from the utilization of a particular knowledge
management asset (i.e. tool) or knowledge management initiative will quickly
overwhelm the measurement team and possibly result in a failed effort. When the
need for a business case illustrating the benefits realized from the investment of
capital in knowledge management assets arises, carefully select both the
knowledge management asset and knowledge-worker segment to be studied. In
many of today's firm's multiple knowledge management tools are employed
across the enterprise. My methodology recommends selecting only one of these
tools to be studied at a time. Pay attention to which knowledge management
asset of the firm you select to study, keeping in mind that you will want to
personalize and communicate the results of the study, possibly for future use in
leveraging additional investment capital. Once you have selected a particular
knowledge management asset for the valuation study, define a narrow,
manageable group of knowledge-workers for the downstream data collection.
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This group, or knowledge worker segment, may be all workers assigned to a
particular program, function, division, department, integrated product team, or
any other convenient configuration. Keep in mind the results computed from this
narrow, manageable group can be conservatively extrapolated to include a larger
population of like knowledge workers in later steps.
Key points: a) Identify knowledge management asset or initiative for benefits
study,
b) Select a narrow, appropriate segment of knowledge workers
utilizing the asset for downstream data collection.
4.4.2 Step 2: Identify and Understand How the Knowledge Asset is
Utilized by the Knowledge-Worker in the Value Stream
The second step of my prescribed methodology seeks to identify and gain
an understanding of how the selected knowledge worker segment of study is
utilizing the knowledge management asset to complete their job function
activities. In other words, the measurement team must understand how the
selected segment of knowledge workers utilizes the knowledge management
asset to complete their assigned activities within the product or service value
stream. I have found from practical studies that how the knowledge asset is
utilized may be a function of the knowledge worker population selected for the
study. As an example, the engineering function of a particular firm may use an
installed knowledge management asset primarily for its network collaboration
capabilities, where the payroll function of that same firm may use the asset
primarily for its search engine and common e-storage functionality. Therefore,
the particular functionality of the knowledge management asset which is utilized
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for completion of processes within the value stream will depend on the segment
of knowledge-workers chosen for study. This subtle point becomes important if
the measurement team desires to measure benefits from all of the functionalities
of the selected knowledge management assets; this measurement desire may
require selecting more than one group of knowledge workers who utilize the
asset in order to cover each of the assets functionalities.
It should be noted that I am not recommending the measurement team
conduct a detailed value stream mapping exercise of the processes which are
affected by the knowledge management asset. However, the team should
familiarize themselves with a high-level understanding of the value stream
processes benefiting from the use of the knowledge management asset in order
to select appropriate key performance indicators in the following step.
Key points: a) Gain a thorough understanding of how the selected knowledge
worker segment utilizes the knowledge management asset within
their product or service value stream,
b) Understand that your selected segment of knowledge workers
may not use all of the assets functionalities, therefore benefits can
only be measured on the functionalities they utilize.
4.4.3 Step 3: Select Key Performance Indicators for the Study
After a review of the firm's business strategy and goals, and a high-level
understanding of how the knowledge management asset is utilized in the
enterprise value stream(s), the measurement team should select one to three
key performance indicators for measurement. Again, in order to keep this
measurement exercise to a manageable scope, I recommend keeping the
number of key performance indicators to less than four. Many other benefits from
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the utilization of the knowledge management asset will most likely surface during
your data collection efforts; however, attempting to quantify all of these benefits
may prove to be inefficient. Therefore I recommend building the heart of the
resultant business case around the one to three quantified benefits from the
selected key performance indicators, and then supporting these quantified
benefits with descriptions of the other qualitative benefits which are identified
during data collection efforts.
As mentioned in the "take-a-ways" section, the goal for the selection of
these key performance indicators is the demonstration of significant benefits (you
will notice in the case-study examples that I often refer to these significant
benefits as the "core benefits") realized from the utilization of the knowledge
management asset. Therefore, key performance indicators evolved from the
firm's strategic goals should meet this criterion. Adhering to this recommendation
will also allow the measurement team to easily demonstrate how the quantified
benefits map to the firm's strategy and business goals in the resultant business
case.
Finally, remember that the selected key performance indicators must
result in a measure that can be converted to a monetary figure for use in the
resultant business case. This seemingly intuitive constraint may be harder than it
sounds; therefore I have proposed a "Key Performance Indicator Selection
Roadmap" to assist the measurement team. Before examining this roadmap,
remember the definitions for Operational Benefits and Strategic Benefits
introduced earlier:
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Operational Benefits: Benefits associated with people, processes and products.
These benefits may take the form of direct labor savings, program cost
avoidance, direct cost savings, or increased sales/services and can be easily
converted to a monetary figure for cost-benefit-analysis.
Strategic Benefits: Benefits associated with future situations such as repeat
customers/business and the attraction of new customers/business, increased
market share or entry into new markets. Although these benefits should be
discussed in the resultant "success story" they cannot be easily be converted to a
monetary figure in a short period of time for cost-benefit-analysis.87
87 The definitions for Operational and Strategic Benefits adopted from: Robinson, H.S. et al. Developing a
business case for knowledge management: the IMPaKT approach, Construction Management and
Economics, Vol. 22, pp. 733-734, September 2004.
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Figure 3 Key Performance Indicator Selection Roadmap
Key points: a) Select I to 3 key performance indicators for data collection
based on the companies/sector/business units strategic goals,
b) Ensure at least I of these selected indicators will output data that
can be converted to monetary units for cost-benefit-analysis.
4.4.4 Step
Indicators
Once
4: Complete Data Collection of Selected Key Performance
the key performance indicators are selected, the measurement team
is ready to commence data collection. If metrics that collect the needed data are
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already in place for the selected segment of knowledge workers, then the data
collection process is simply a manner of referring to the appropriate data
repository(s). However, this will probably rarely be the case due the accounting-
centric metrics typically used by organizations to capture only data useful for
generally acceptable accounting principles (GAAP). Therefore, the measurement
team will most likely need to develop a data collection instrument capable of
replacing this "metric gap". This data collection instrument may take the form of:
· Surveys to be completed by the knowledge workers of the
selected segment,
* One-on-one interviews with a representative sample of the
entire segment population,
* A focus group consisting of a representative sample of the
segment population, or
* Any combination of the above instruments.
If these instruments must be used to collect the required data, it should be
understood that all benefits will be based on knowledge worker estimations.
However, since the measurement team is collecting the needed data from the
actual users of the knowledge management asset, these estimates will be the
most accurate source of benefit data available.88
Once an appropriate amount of data is collected on the selected key
performance indicators ("appropriate" as defined by the measurement team), it
may be necessary to weight, average, and extrapolate the results to cover the
entire knowledge worker segment. For example, imagine you are collecting data
via one-on-one interviews on a segment of design engineering integrated product
teams that utilize a knowledge management asset to complete many of their
88 Note that I sometimes refer to these knowledge workers in the example case studies as "process owners."
By process owners I mean those workers who use the knowledge management asset to complete their
required processes within the value stream.
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design processes. From the data collection efforts you discover that the more
senior members of the integrated product teams utilize the knowledge
management asset more heavily than more junior members of the teams.
Therefore, the average benefits realized by senior members from the use of this
particular knowledge management asset would need to be appropriately
weighted for the more junior knowledge-workers in order to compute an accurate
benefit figure.
Finally, the measurement team may find it of value to also interview
external stakeholders if their processes are affected by the use of the knowledge
management asset. I have found through practical application of this step that
external stakeholder users of the asset provide valuable insights and identify
benefits that may not be captured from only internal knowledge workers. It was
found in one of the industry case studies (using a less mature version of this
methodology) that external suppliers who were required by the engineering
integrated product team to utilize a web-based collaboration tool for frequent
design collaboration felt integrated into the enterprise, and therefore more
encouraged to share cost-saving design ideas.
Key points: a) Data collection instruments to measure the key performance
indicators will most likely be required due to "metric gaps",
b) Assumptions for appropriate weighting and extrapolation to cover
the entire segment of study will frequently be required during this
step. Use conservative assumptions that can be easily understood
and defended in the resultant "success story",
c) If possible, collect data from external stakeholders who also
utilize the knowledge management asset for valuable insights.
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4.4.5 Step 5: Compute Quantitative Benefits
With the data collected, averaged, weighted and appropriately extrapolated to
cover the entire selected segment of knowledge-workers, the measurement team
is ready to quantify their benefit figures into an appropriate format. The following
is provided as suggestions for this step of the methodology:
· Operational Benefits (associated with people, processes and
products/services) can generally be converted to a monetary value for
cost-benefit-analysis. One of the most common types of operational
benefits is the improvements to process efficiencies (i.e. the reduction in
process wastes) due to utilization of the knowledge management asset.
For this class of operational benefits, the money saved (or cost avoided)
as a result of the assets utilization can generally be computed by
identifying the average reduction in process cycle time due to the
improved process efficiency. With knowledge of the average hourly rate
for the selected knowledge worker segment, this computed average
process time reduction can then be converted to dollars. I recommend
converting the process efficiency benefit to a recurring value for easier
business-case calculations. For example, if the data collected on a
particular engineering segment shows a mean 10% cycle-time reduction
for the completion of CAD drawings, then only the number of workers
assigned to complete CAD drawings, their average hourly rate, and the
average number of hours they work per month is required to compute a
per month monetary benefit figure. This per month monetary value can
then be added to any other calculated monetary figures for a total monthly
present value figure using a standard business case format (i.e. the
present value figure would account for the knowledge management assets
initial costs and any monthly recurring costs).
· Collected data that cannot be easily converted to a dollar value may be
quantified using a Likert-like scale, ratios, or percentiles.
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If benefit figures are based on knowledge worker estimates vice data
pulled from an existing repository, I recommend integrating variance in
your calculations to represent the uncertainty of the estimates. This can be
accomplished by requesting your data in the form of a range with the
range representing the minimum to maximum value of the knowledge
workers estimation. Now the benefit data may be computed with a mean
and standard deviation for business case calculations.
Key points: a) Operational benefits such as process efficiency improvements
can be converted to a recurring dollar value for present value and
ROI calculations.
b) Do not neglect other meaningful quantification methods such as
Likert scales, ratios and percentiles.
4.4.6 Step 6: Completion of a Knowledge Management "Success
Story"
With the one to three quantified benefit calculations completed for the
knowledge worker segment of study, the measurement team is ready to convert
their findings to presentation format. For this presentation of benefit results I
recommend the following:
· Pull together any and all qualitative benefits that also surfaced during the
data collection efforts with both the internal knowledge worker segment
and any external stakeholders. These qualitative benefits should be
presented to compliment the quantitative results.
* Ensure to disclaim that quantified figures only capture some of the
benefits being realized from the knowledge management asset since only
a handful of key performance indicators were selected.
* Illustrate how the quantified benefits map to the firm's strategic vision and
goals (i.e. how the knowledge management initiative is supporting
business processes).
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· Identify any estimated potential for further growth of the quantified benefits
as a result of the data analysis.
* Personalize the benefit results by using examples of how the knowledge
asset is utilized by knowledge workers. These "success stories" act to
paint a real-life face on the quantified figures.
* Present the results of any additional analysis conducted by the
measurement team such as major sources of value stream wastes the
knowledge asset is working to minimize.
As a reminder, the preceding prescribed valuation methodology is a result of
this author's study of current day models to measure intellectual capital assets,
and the practical experience gained from two industry measurement exercises.
These case studies were completed using a less mature version of the
prescribed methodology, but are included to demonstrate the practicality of the
methodology, and to highlight the lessons learned from application of the
methodology.
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5 Industry Case Studies
5.1 Case Studies Introduction
The following sections of this thesis contain two detailed industry case
studies. In both of these case studies the valuation of knowledge management
assets is attempted using an earlier version of the section four prescribed
methodology (the prescribed methodology introduced in section four is partially a
result of the lessons learned from the following two case studies). Both of these
case studies represent the defense industry of complex product design and
development, and both of these case studies highlight the utilization of
knowledge management assets by primarily engineering workers. More
specifically, the first industry case study demonstrates the benefits from the use
of knowledge management assets to tie together a complex and diverse network
of program stakeholders during program concept and system design phases, and
the second industry case study demonstrates the benefits realized when
integrated product teams utilize a knowledge management asset for supplier
collaboration during complex, detail design engineering work.
At the request of both organizations supporting this research, both case
studies have been disguised, and actual computed benefit figures are not
provided.8 9 However, both case studies provide the reader with a valuable
example of actual application of the prescribed valuation methodology introduced
in section four. Finally, from these practical applications, lessons learned have
been generated which are discussed in section eight.
89 Collected data and most computed cost-benefit-analysis figures have been removed from these case
studies at the request of the supporting organizations. However, in both case studies computed ROI
estimations are provided.
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5.2 Industry Case Study Methods
Prior to reviewing the industry case studies, and the findings which are
unique to each case study, this section seeks to clarify the general methods used
for data collection and benefit calculations. The following detailed explanation
seeks to highlight the application of steps 4 and 5 of the valuation methodology
introduced in section 4.4, therefore giving the reader a solid understanding of
how findings presented in the industry case studies were quantified. As a
reminder, section 4.4 introduced and explained a six-step measurement
methodology. Step 4 of the methodology directed the collection of data related to
select key performance indicators, and step 5 of the methodology described the
quantification of benefits from the collected data. Both of the industry case
studies used similar methods to complete both step 4 and 5 of the measurement
methodology.
5.2.1 Methods Utilized for Data Collection
In both of the industry case studies the guidance of section 4.4.3 was
followed in that "operational" key performance indicators were selected. These
key performance indicators consisted of reduced process cycle-times, reduced
process re-work generation, and reduced in-process-times. As previously
covered in section 4, the selection of operational metrics is critical for the
eventual computation of monetary benefits such as NPV and ROI. The first two
key performance indicators were used in case study #1, and the latter in case
study #2. As will be shown, all three of the chosen metrics allowed for the
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demonstration of monetary benefits through the calculation of process efficiency
improvements related to the utilization of specific knowledge management
assets. These process efficiency improvements were then translated to a cost-
avoidance benefit estimation for extrapolation.
As the case studies will describe, neither organization had in-place metrics
currently capturing data that could be used to satisfy the selected key
performance indicators. Therefore, a data collection instrument was needed. In
both case studies I chose to generate an interview questionnaire as the data
collection instrument to be used for one-on-one interviews of approximately 60
minutes in length. Refer to Appendix "A" to view a sample interview questionnaire
similar to those used for data collection. In general these one-on-one interviews
were constructed to collect data in the form of "process-owner" estimations in
order to satisfy the selected key performance indicators. Interview questions
often asked for an estimated range vice a specific answer. This range was later
used during step 5 of the methodology to account for the uncertainty associated
with the data being collected by computing a mean and standard deviation from
the estimated range. Since only a sample of the selected population segment
was actually interviewed, great care was taken to fully understand the scope of
the knowledge management assets utilization. Data were collected from the
workers to understand exactly which processes in the value-stream were
affected by the asset, and how different levels of workers in the segment
population utilized the asset. You will see in industry case study #1 that only a
certain percentage of the worker segment could be considered full-time users,
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and in industry case study #2 that only a certain percentage of jobs in the
segments value-stream utilized the knowledge management asset of study.
These examples demonstrate the importance of understanding the data's scope
in order to accurately extrapolate any calculated benefits across the remaining
un-interviewed population segment.
Other data that generally needed to be collected for the two industry case
studies included:
* Implementation and recurring cost data for the knowledge management
asset of study. This data was required for step 5 NPV and ROI
calculations,
* The average hourly rate for the selected population segment and the
average number of hours worked per period of time. Once the
operational benefits were calculated, this data was required to translate
the figures into monetary values for business case purposes.
Any additional data that was required for benefit quantification was collected via
informal interviews and provided documentation. Once the data collection step
was completed (meaning an adequate sample of the selected population had
been interviewed) an analysis of the data was commenced.
Analysis of the collected data for both case studies generally began by
determining if enough data had been collected to satisfy the selected key
performance indicators. For example, in case study #2 many of the interviewed
workers were not comfortable estimating how the knowledge management asset
of study had affected re-work generation for their assigned processes. Therefore,
I was not able to calculate a benefit related to reduced re-work generation for that
particular case study. Next the collected data estimations were compiled into an
Excel spreadsheet for further analysis. Care was taken to properly segregate the
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collected data so that future extrapolations could be accurately calculated.
Continuing with a previous example, estimations from "full-time" users in case
study #1 were segregated from "part-time" user estimations. This segregation
helped to prevent the "full-time" user benefit from being applied to those
members of the population segment who are not considered "full-time" users.
Again this example highlights the importance of understanding the various
scopes of how the knowledge management asset affects workers and processes.
In both case study #1 and case study #2 approximations had to be made
regarding the affected scope for benefit calculations. These approximations were
clearly stated for the reader to acknowledge.
Once the data was segregated and compiled, average key performance
indicator benefits were calculated along with their corresponding standard
deviations. For example, in case study #2 an "average estimated in-process-time
reduction" benefit was calculated from the compiled estimations. This operational
benefit figure included both a mean and a standard deviation to account for
estimation uncertainty.
For case study #1, in addition to collecting data for the selected key
performance indicators, data was also collected on value stream wastes the
knowledge management asset was effectively reducing. This additional data,
which lies outside the scope of data needed for calculation purposes, provides
valuable insight into how the asset is positively affecting value stream processes.
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5.2.2 Methods Utilized for Benefit Calculations
With the data collected and all inputs and assumptions agreed upon,
monetary benefits can now be computed. The operational benefit(s) calculated in
the analysis of the data will be used to determine an appropriate monetary
estimation. For case study #1 these operational benefits included:
* The average reduction in process cycle-time per period of time for each
of the segment workers,
* The average reduction in re-work generation per period of time for each
of the segment workers, and
· The average reduction in travel expenses per period of time for the
population segment.
As already mentioned, the operational benefit calculated for case study #2 was
the average estimated in-process-time reduction per design project. Once these
operational benefits were calculated, an Excel mathematical model was utilized
to extrapolate the operational benefits across the entire selected population
segment. It should be noted that in the mathematical model the operational
benefits were assigned their corresponding mean and standard deviation values
using the Excel "NORMINV" function. This function takes the provided mean and
standard deviation figures and generates a cumulative distribution function. Each
time the function is run; Excel randomly selects a probability between 0 and 1,
maps the selected probability to the generated cumulative distribution function,
and then provides the corresponding benefit figure. This function becomes
important later on when simulations are used to generate several NPV statistics.
Each time the NPV simulation is executed, the Excel NORMINV function re-
calculates the operational benefit figure, therefore resulting in a corresponding
downstream NPV value. Using the computed operational benefit figures and the
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agreed upon assumptions, a total operational benefit figure is calculated for a
period of time by extrapolating across the population segment (one month was
used for both case studies as the period of time).
With the ability to generate a total operational benefit figure per period of
time for each key performance indicator, I developed another Excel mathematical
model to compute a NPV and ROI monetary figure. These NPV and ROI models
simply consisted of:
* The number of time periods to be included (i.e. in case study #1, I used
a 6-month period for the benefit study with a 1 month time period),
· Any asset implementation costs and recurring costs per time period,
· The total operational benefit figure for each time period,
· A present value calculation for each time period, and
· A NPV and ROI calculation.
The next step in the monetary benefit calculations involved running
several simulations of the same NPV calculation. Over 500 simulations were
conducted for each case study using one-way Excel data tables. These
simulations acted to generate a wealth of NPV statistics for further analysis.
Remember that since each of the individual operational benefits are computed by
Excel using the NORMINV function, each of the resulting NPV figures from the
simulations is different. From the compiled NPV statistics the following analysis
was conducted:
· A mean estimated NPV figure,
* A mean estimated NPV figure minus one standard deviation,
* A mean estimated NPV figure plus one standard deviation, and
* A cumulative distribution function was generated from the statistics.
This statistical analysis allowed the NPV and ROI results to be presented in an
estimated range vice a single estimated figure. This estimated range more
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accurately reflects the uncertainty associated with the data collection and
increased the acceptability of the benefit figures by the reader.
Since this same general methodology was used to collect data and
quantify benefits for both case study #1 and case study #2, the presented case
studies will not repeat this information. Instead only the following information for
each of the organizations will be included: background information, the
knowledge management challenge requiring the knowledge management asset
of study, capabilities of the knowledge management asset, and the benefits
realized from utilization of the asset. Also, a simplified flow diagram of the data
collection and benefit quantification steps is included as a figure with each case
study.
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Industry Case Study #1
Measuring the Benefits from the Utilization of
Knowledge Management Assets in Support of a
Large, Complex Design and Development
Program
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6 Industry Case Study #1
6.1 Executive Summary
In June of 2004 a product design and development organization completed
the roll-out and adoption of Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise
throughout a large shipbuilding program enterprise, therefore enabling the
knowledge management activities of knowledge sharing, knowledge integration,
knowledge creation and knowledge application.9 0 These powerful collaboration
tools have effectively tied together over 5,000 workers, located in 35 different
states and 100 different organizations, into one cohesive team with a common
goal of delivering a cutting edge vessel from stem to stern. From June 2004
through December 2004, the organization realized a multi-million dollar net
present value (NPV) from the capital invested in the Teamcenter tools, equating
to a return on investment (ROI) of 23 to 1. For the time period from June 2004
until December 2005, the estimated ROI increases to 34 to 1, assuming an
annual discount rate of 9.0%. The significant benefits quantified from the use of
these knowledge management assets are attributed to reductions in program
worker process cycle times, reductions in program worker process re-work
generation, and reductions in program travel expenses.
6.2 Revolutionary Shipbuilding?
As a current graduate student studying complex system design and
management, I have been exposed to numerous aerospace industry success
stories spanning the last two decades. These case-studies typically illustrate how
millions of dollars worth of wastes have been removed from the design,
development, manufacturing, and servicing processes of complex aerospace
products. After reviewing many of these inspiring aerospace examples, I would
often wonder if the naval and maritime shipbuilding industry of the United States
is following suit. Other academic researchers and myself have tossed around the
phrase "lean shipbuilding", but I have wondered whether is it possible for this
"ancient" industry to adopt the philosophy of a "lean enterprise", constantly
working to eliminate non-value added wastes, and striving to deliver value to all
stakeholders, most importantly the customer stakeholder91 Like others, I have
often made the mistake of dismissing the shipbuilding industry as "extremely
mature", a technology riding the top of the s-curve since the inception of welding.
My study of this particular industry program from a process-improvement
standpoint has erased my erroneous misjudgments and convinced me this
program may be revolutionizing the industry of shipbuilding. My study of the
90 Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise are registered trademarks of the UGS Corporation.
91 Lean Enterprise definition taken from: Murman, et. al. 2002. Lean Enterprise Value: Insights from MIT's
Lean Aerospace Initiative, Palgrave, New York, NY.
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program has also convinced me the shipbuilding industry is beginning to follow in
the wake of its brethren aerospace successes stories, and has already integrated
some powerful knowledge management assets to enable the continuous
improvement of processes and the elimination of non-value added wastes.
6.3 Disclaimer
The following case study only seeks to highlight a small portion of the many
efforts being undertaken to revolutionize shipbuilding. My focus is to simply
determine whether or not the significant amounts of capital invested in
knowledge management assets made by this organization is returning benefits.
In other words, I am seeking to identify the benefits being realized from the
investment in the Teamcenter suite of collaboration tools made by the program,
and highly encouraged by the customer; a business case seeking to determine
the benefits of a large investment in knowledge management assets. To many
the benefits of knowledge management investments are intuitive and should be
clearly obvious to any progressive executive attempting to compete in the 2 1st
century. These same folks would discourage attempting to measure the benefits
of a knowledge management asset in the same business-case fashion used for
other capital investments such as machine tools or gantry cranes. These "lean
shipbuilding" proponents might also argue the benefits of any process-
improvement investments are far-reaching and compounding in nature, too
difficult to derive any type of accurate net present value. Part of me tends to
agree with this line of thought, but then I quickly remember we live in a "real
world" where executives want reassurance before agreeing to make large-capital
expenditures. It is with this realization that I am attempting to quantify some of
the benefits from the large capital investment in a new, but powerful collaboration
tool made by the program (note the use of the word some; this is my attempt to
disclaim that in no way do my benefit calculations capture the many derivative
and compounding benefits that the program is currently experiencing). The
intuitive and powerful knowledge management tool is known as Teamcenter in
the program and is a product of the UGS Corporation; a subsidiary of EDS.9 2
Within the program Teamcenter is sub-divided into Teamcenter Community and
Teamcenter Enterprise, both tools being quickly adopted as dynamic
collaboration tools enabling the success of this program of significant scope and
complexity.
6.4 Program Background
Everything that is currently known about this future vessel brings one
phrase to mind over and over again; "cutting edge". White House and military
leadership have mandated the final product to be a cutting edge from stem to
stern. With virtually no reuse being found in the majority of ship systems from its
predecessor program, the desired vessel qualifies to some as a "clean sheet"
92 UGS, Teamcenter Product Lifecycle Management vendor website: http://www.ugs.com/index.shtml.
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design. Historically ship classes are slowly upgraded through multiple "flights"
during the programs life, reusing much technology from past programs. This is
not the case for the program of study. For much of the design there will be no
waiting for future "flights" to upgrade ship systems. In the case of this program,
from the very first christening, each of the vessel's systems will have the latest
cutting-edge technologies available.
In the mid 1990s a new shipbuilding initiative was commenced by the
customer in order to explore a future family of ships capable of meeting the
challenges forecasted for the 21 st century. This initiative consisted of several
spiral designs between competing contractors and the customer. From this
initiative emerged a dominant shipbuilding design program. The program was
expected be just one of a family of 21st century ships.
The program's early concept design work focused on the rapid advances in
information technologies. The goal was to exploit these advantages through
automation and system architectures capable of rapidly disseminating
information to diverse military and non-military units. The customer asked for a
products with multi-mission capabilities, able to provide a forward presence and
deterrence in both deep and littoral waters. The design concept possessed the
operational flexibility to meet multi-mission requirements in any environment, and
employ a satisfactory self defense against the predicted threats of the 21st
century.
In early 1998, the shipbuilding program reached its first acquisition schedule
milestone with the signing of the Acquisition Decision memorandum. Later in that
same year the customer released the formal solicitation for the shipbuilding
program, a very unique solicitation for the shipbuilding industry. This program
solicitation was unlike any other previous shipbuilding acquisition plan in that it
departed from using the traditional Federal Acquisition Regulations and Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulation contract clauses. It has been reported that this
divergence from the standard acquisition process used in past shipbuilding
programs sought two major benefits: 1) the customer wanted to increase greater
market competition for the program development, 2) the customer hoped to
increase industry innovation by decreasing their oversight in the early conceptual
phases of the program, thereby increasing the design space of the contractors.
This novel shipbuilding acquisition plan also called for:
1. Early industry involvement and collaboration in the program to reduce life-
cycle development costs and to focus the contractor knowledge on total
ship integration. This total ship integration or total ship system engineering
(TSSE) philosophy was developed in the mid 90's, and thought to be the
renaissance of early INCOSE system engineering research. In the past,
shipbuilding programs were divided into two major sub-categories; combat
systems and actual shipbuilding. This non-integrated, or non-systems
approach, to shipbuilding was a major source of wastes and would not be
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adequate for a product of this complexity. Therefore, for the fist time in
shipbuilding history, the shipbuilding program would adopt a total ship
system engineering approach to the industry, using a holistic, broad-based
systems engineering and design methodology to shipbuilding. TSSE
focuses on the ship as a total engineering system to include the hull,
machinery, electronics, combat systems, and humans. In my opinion this
is the shipbuilding industry's first attempt at integrating lean principles and
including all stakeholders into one value stream.
2. The use of a contracting strategy that divided all competing contractors
into two teams. The first team led by a group of customer selected
contractors, and a second team also comprised of a hand-selected group
of contractors. Again the customer used this strategy to foster competition
and expand the design space.
3. Employment of state-of-the-art engineering tools for modeling and
simulation such as the CATIA modeling package.
In the summer of 1998 both of the customer-selected teams were given a
multi-million dollar, 3-year contract to develop 15 digital prototypes from both
teams. These digital prototypes would include fully integrated concepts, capable
of advanced simulations. It cannot be overemphasized how revolutionary this
shipbuilding strategy had become. For the first time in the industry, teams of
normally competing contractors were collaborating together to develop a fully-
integrated and state of the art digital prototype that contained vast amounts of
innovation not possible from just one contractor working solo. The customer's
intent was to review these digital simulations at the end of the design period in
2001, and select one of the team's concepts for continued development, design
and production. However, in the spring of 2001, a few months after the new
administration entered the White House and the customer had a chance to study
ongoing defense reviews being conducted by the new Department of Defense,
the customer delayed the down-select decision between the competing teams.
Later that year, in the fall of 2001, the House Appropriations Committee voted to
cut funding to the existing shipbuilding program by 75%. The customer quickly
restructured the program, and on November 01, 2001, the customer announced
that it would issue a revised request for proposal for the shipbuilding program.
There are various opinions of why the six year old shipbuilding program was
cancelled in exchange for the revised program. Some believe the new
Department of Defense leadership was not sold on the original concept, that
possibly the large original concept was not the right vessel to take the United
States into the 21 st century landscape of littoral sea warfare. In any case, the
Department of Defense approved the revised program focus, and reaffirmed the
Department's support for the shipbuilding program. This major program revision
acted to enable huge amounts of innovation from both multi-contractor teams,
quickly adapting to the updated concept requirements.
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In late 2001 the customer issued the revised request for proposal as
promised, and by the spring of 2002 a multi-billion dollar, multi-year contract was
awarded to this case study's organization. The highlighted organization was
selected as the lead design agent for the revised shipbuilding program, and
another defense contractor was selected as the systems integrator (i.e. the
contractor selected to integrate all of the warfare systems of the ship. Remember
that in past shipbuilding programs, separate contracts were awarded for warfare
systems and actual shipbuilding. This acquisition plan led to vast amounts of
inefficiencies and integration dilemmas). The organization's proposal
incorporated many of the other competing contractors as subcontractors for
design and test activities. Currently the shipbuilding program is scheduled to
complete system design work in the spring of 2005, followed by a major critical
design review. Approximately 11 engineering development models (i.e. digital
prototypes) will be used during this major phase gate before the shipbuilding
program detailed design work is commenced.
The preceding background information was included to set the context for this
case-study, highlighting the following important points:
1. The customer is requesting a "cutting-edge" vessel to meet the current
and future challenges identified by senior military leadership. The revised
shipbuilding program has been mandated to fully leverage the great
innovation and design work from the original 6-year program, and continue
innovating to meet the revised requirements of the customer. According to
the organization's president, the revised shipbuilding program "includes a
bold approach to the development of the very best ship design and
propulsion technologies the country has to offer". The 11 engineering
development models to be presented at the late-spring, 2005 critical
design review will include:
* An innovative hull form in which the hull slopes inward from
above the waterline in order to significantly reduce radar cross
section. The 12,000 ton vessel will sit in the water like a
surfaced submarine, with much of the hull below the waterline.
* An all-composite superstructure designed for electromagnetic
compatibility, allowing for reduced radar and infrared signatures.
* A common data link, electronically steered phased array radar
system fully integrated into the deckhouse superstructure.
* Network centric warfare systems including a peripheral vertical
launch system, the Standard Missile 3 system, the evolved
SeaSparrow Missile for air defense, and a 57mm Close-in Gun
System.
* The Advanced Gun System (AGS), building on development
work carried over from the original shipbuilding program. The
AGS will be equipped with fully automated weapon handling and
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storage systems, capable of launching a family of advance
munitions.
* State of the art radar systems including the AN/SPY-3 multi-
function radar.
* An integrated undersea warfare system including both bow
array and towed array sensors.
· Two landing spots for helicopter operations.
· An all-electric drive with an integrated power system for
propulsion.
2. The challenging set of customer requirements is forcing vast amounts of
innovation, only capable by integrating a critical mass of intellectual assets
and know-how from multiple contractors and organizations. Some argue
that the program pushes the boundary of a "clean sheet" vessel design,
incorporating breakthrough-like technologies with virtually no reuse of
systems found in the predecessor shipbuilding program. It should also be
noted the customer is requiring as much innovation as possible be
incorporated on the very first hull as a "technology demonstrator". Unlike
previous shipbuilding programs that slowly introduce technologies through
multiple "flights", the customer wants to abandon this practice in order to
reduce early obsolescence of the first hulls.
3. Due to the extreme amounts of collaboration required between over 100
organizations located in 35 different states, knowledge management
assets such as Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise have
become pivotal in facilitating the vast amounts of real-time information and
knowledge flows. Without the collaborative environment rolled-out and
adopted by the organization and its partners, this case study shows the
shipbuilding program would not be possible due to:
* The aggressive schedule and cost limitations established by the
customer for the revised shipbuilding program,
* The revolutionary scope and complexity of the program
stemming from the customer requirements for a cutting edge
vessel like none other, commencing with the very first hull
number,
* A set of customer requirements that can only be satisfied by
incorporating over 5,000 workers, from over 100 different
organizations, located in 35 different states.
Therefore, it is from both the customer demand, and contractor realization,
that the Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise tools have been
implemented throughout the shipbuilding program.93
93 The Teamcenter collaboration environment is hosted on three servers in a central location. Bandwidth
resources to partner sites are allocated based on that sites needs. For example, a partner site needing to
engage in visual collaboration over 3D digital models requires a greater bandwidth connection.
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6.5 Program Organization
All of the organization's program workers are assigned to a particular
"element" or "integrated product team" within either a program management or
engineering "segment". Currently these program management and engineering
segments include program leadership, system engineering, ship system design,
sensor systems, C31 systems, support systems, engagement systems, and the
total ship computing environment. Within each of these nine segments can be
found up to 20 elements or integrated product teams.
6.6 Collaboration Tool Description
Over the past year I have reviewed several articles and papers attempting
to explain how the corporate world defines knowledge management. Based on
my operational, day-to-day use of knowledge management as a submarine
officer, I have sought to understand how the corporate world views this trendy
catch phrase. In my own attempts to develop an understanding of "knowledge
management" I have striven not to include IT/IS solutions as the foundation, or
core, of a good knowledge management framework. Instead, I have chosen to
take a "human-centric" view of knowledge management. This viewpoint places
the communication of human tacit knowledge and "know-how" as the key to
successfully utilizing organization's intellectual assets. My view of knowledge
management IT solutions has been one of an "enabler" role. After completing my
short study of the shipbuilding program, my central viewpoint on the successful
management of an organization's knowledge assets has not changed. However,
I am now more aware of the critical enabling role knowledge management IT
solutions are currently playing in our world of complex product design and
development. It is specifically knowledge management IT solutions which are
effectively tying together multiple fire-walled stakeholders dispersed over
thousands of miles. It is specifically these knowledge management IT solutions
which are enabling the timely completion of revolutionary and "clean-sheet"
products being demanded by the customer. It is the benefits of this extreme and
critical collaboration which I have attempted to quantify, and it is specifically
these benefits which I attribute to making this type of ultra-complex program
feasible. Therefore, as you review the quantified benefits reported later in this
case-study, keep in mind it is these specific benefits which are allowing this
massive program to proceed within the customer demanded time and cost
requirements. It is these specific benefits derived from reductions in process
cycle-times and re-work generation which have made a truly revolutionary
product feasible.
As previously mentioned, the collaboration tools rolled-out by the
organization for all program workers are recognized by the titles Teamcenter
Community and Teamcenter Enterprise. Both IT solutions are marketed by the
vendor, UGS, as "Product Lifecycle Management" collaboration tools. Detailed
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information on both of these tools can be found on the vendor website.94 It should
also be clarified that both of the Teamcenter collaboration tools have not been in
place since the beginning of the shipbuilding program. Teamcenter Enterprise
was installed in the later part of 2003, replacing an older data vault repository
known as Windchill. Teamcenter Community was rolled out and adopted in June
of 2004, replacing a "home-grown" set of collaboration tools. So there was a
partial collaborative environment in-place for the original shipbuilding program
and the early years of the revised program, however, according to many program
workers, these collaborative tools were not "cutting the mustard" for a program as
large in scope and complexity as the revised program. This case-study has used
a start date of June 2004, when both Teamcenter tools were fully rolled-out and
adopted, for the quantification of Teamcenter-related benefits (more on benefit
calculations will be covered in a later section).
6.6.1 Teamcenter Community:
The web-native Teamcenter Community is recognized as the prime
collaboration portal throughout the revised shipbuilding program. This
collaboration tool is conveniently accessed from any computer equipped with a
web-browser. The program user simply needs their assigned username and
password to gain access to a host of common collaboration tools. The
organization has implemented 2-factor authentication for security purposes.
Community was built upon the Microsoft SharePoint architecture by the UGS
Corporation, and is capable of leveraging most organizations existing IT
infrastructure. Since most program workers have been exposed to Microsoft
operating systems and Internet Explorer web browsers, the adoption of
Community has been quick, painless, efficient, and well received. However, it is
not just the fact that Community is built upon a Microsoft-based architecture that
accounts for its quick adoption rate throughout the shipbuilding program, but
more importantly, it is the fact that Community has successfully sold itself to the
program worker through its useful functionality. In short, the program worker has
quickly realized how valuable this tool really can be in their day-to-day
processes, and how much this tool can actually improve their personal quality of
life.
Teamcenter Community has been deployed throughout the shipbuilding
program common Windows and Office based environments and provides the
following collaboration functionality:
· Visual product collaboration
· Network meetings with virtual conferencing capabilities
· Shared program calendars
· Electronic rolodex
· Common schedules and action item lists
94 Detailed vendor information for the both the Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise
collaboration tools can be found at the following UGS URL: http://www.ugs.com/index.shtml
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* Risk management tools
* Search engine
* Useful links
· Web browser and email interface
· Collaborative team-notes space
Some of these tools such as network meetings and email were available to
program workers prior to the roll-out of Teamcenter Community. Now all of these
collaboration tools are bundled into one common interface recognized and
accepted by every program worker within the enterprise. Only the host URL and
account credentials are required to access these powerful collaboration tools.
Teamcenter Community has made collaborating second nature to the program
worker. During my site visit to the organization it was not uncommon to see
multiple program workers at their desktops engaged in a virtual meeting with
other program stakeholders. The functional, adaptive, IT-friendly, intuitive
architecture of Community has propelled this knowledge management asset to
the same level of importance as the digital modeling tools used during all design
phases. Like the parametric modeling tools used to complete the required
products of the design phases, Teamcenter Community is also recognized as
critical to the success of the revised shipbuilding program. Without this high-
powered collaboration portal, the demands of the customer cannot be met.
Many of the program workers I interviewed shared common "success stories"
related to the use of Teamcenter Community in their everyday work processes.
All of these examples paint a clear picture of reduced process cycle times,
reduced process re-work generation, reduced travel expenses, and improved
quality of life. One example from an experienced detail-design engineer I
interviewed demonstrates how huge reductions in process cycle times have been
realized. This program worker's job requires constant collaboration with another
integrated product team in another state. More specifically, the two teams
collaborated frequently over digital models and drawings in order to complete
their processes. Prior to Teamcenter Community and its visual collaborative
capabilities, the program worker on-site at the organization would burn the
needed model or drawing to be reviewed onto a CD, and then send it off to the
partner contractor via the U.S. mail system. As you can imagine, this process
lived on the scale of days. After the roll-out and adoption of Teamcenter
Community, the two integrated product teams now met whenever necessary via
a live network meeting with the ability to share digital models and drawings and
make real-time modifications and decisions. This process now lives on the scale
of hours, benefiting the program in thousands of dollars of reduced process
cycle-time.
It is not my intention to dive into each specific functionality of Teamcenter
Community, but the visual product collaboration capabilities must be recognized.
Unlike any other collaboration tool used previously in the shipbuilding program,
Teamcenter Community allows for any user to access, visualize, collaborate, and
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conference around detailed product information like CAD parts and drawings via
a ".jt" viewable format. In the past, each user would require an expensive license
of the CAD/CAM software being used by the program in order to participate in a
virtual, collaborative meeting. Therefore, these meetings were traditionally
reserved for only engineering groups. Now any program worker with access to a
web-browser can view, and make changes, to any digital prototype or drawing
used during the meeting. This functionality alone has enabled the program to
efficiently absorb all partner and supplier stakeholders into its extended
enterprise, resulting in increased innovation and creativity.
6.6.2 Teamcenter Enterprise:
The second piece of the organization's capital investments in collaboration
capabilities is the Teamcenter Enterprise tool. Like Community, Teamcenter
Enterprise also effectively works to connect the program's extended enterprise
across geographical barriers, company boundaries, time zones, and computing
platforms. Enterprise serves as the program's formal knowledge repository,
allowing for a common access point of entry, and a controlled environment to
manage critical product information. Again like Community, Teamcenter
Enterprise is a web-native solution which allows any suppliers, partners,
customers and other members of the value-chain access. Enterprise allows
these value-chain stakeholders to take part in knowledge-sharing activities by
providing a single-source of product information that can be accessed by all of
the authorized participants.
Most users I interviewed found the layout of Enterprise to be relatively
intuitive and easy to navigate. This collaborative knowledge repository is
organized according to the program's work breakdown structure. The user
accesses Enterprise via their web-browser and then navigates to their respective
integrated product team e-space through a Windows-like file folder architecture.
It is in this electronic space that the user will find critical product data that has
already passed through the hands of the data configuration management team,
ensuring that all documents are in the correct format. This controlled,
information-based management system acts to reduce process re-work since
process workers will always be using the most relevant and correct product
information.
As noted earlier, the program was utilizing a base-line document vault
system for the management of formal product information prior to Teamcenter
Enterprise. However, this previous vault system was not a web-native system,
making product information much more cumbersome for the numerous program
stakeholders to access, and therefore reducing the collaboration and knowledge-
sharing among these same stakeholders. Both the customer and the
organization eventually realized the functionality of the previous product
information vault system would be inadequate for the scope and complexity of
the revised shipbuilding program. In summary, Teamcenter Enterprise is the
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authoritative source of all ship design information, and allows stakeholders real-
time access to this data from a web-browser enabled computer.
6.7 Data Collection Methodology
Before I discuss the results from my study of the shipbuilding program I will
briefly highlight some aspects of the data collection methodology employed
which are unique to this particular case study, and therefore compliment the
method described in section 5.2. The organization of study, like many other
civilian organizations, is seeking a way to quantify the return on investments
(ROI) it has made in knowledge management assets. The organization's
leadership fully understands the compounding benefits that result from
investments in assets such as knowledge management assets. However, like in
most situations, a business case is still required to effectively leverage the
needed capital for these investments.
I have developed a valuation methodology which seeks to uncover the
"core benefits" of knowledge management; significant process improvement
benefits. More specifically, the key performance indicators I have selected are
reduction in process cycle times and required process re-work for each of the
organization's workers associated with the chosen program of study (i.e. in this
case workers assigned to the shipbuilding program). It is these "core benefits"
which truly represent the potential for significant returns that are expected from
investments in knowledge management assets. Again, I emphasize these key
performance indicators of cycle time and re-work reduction benefits are not all
encompassing, and may only represent half of the actual ROI, but they do seek
to expose the "core benefits" which are often ignored in place of benefits such as
software license savings in current business cases. Most executives in
leadership positions are not allowing multi-million dollar investments in
knowledge management assets for their potential software licensing savings. No,
these executives are granting permission for these large capital investments
because they truly believe these tools will increase the productivity of their
workers and enable the reduction of wastes which are currently driving up
design, development and procurement costs. It is these process improvement
benefits which act to compound on each other, continually eliminating non-value
added energy, improving the quality of the product, increasing the velocity of
work flows, and truly satisfying the end-customer.
Unfortunately I was not able to interview all 877 of the organization's
workers assigned to the shipbuilding program. Utilizing a 2-day site visit, and
multiple phone meetings, I conducted 20 one-on-one interviews with select
workers in an attempt to obtain a representative sample of data for future
extrapolations. This sampling of program workers included interviews of both
program management workers and engineering integrated product team (IPT)
workers. The goal of the selected population sample was to gain a representative
set of data from the program management segment and a representative set of
data from one of the four major engineering segments making up the shipbuilding
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program. The first set of data would allow for extrapolation across the remaining
program management segment workers and the latter set of data across one of
the four engineering segments. Once the extrapolation was complete for this one
particular major engineering segment it could be applied to the remaining
segments due to their similarities in work breakdown structure. Of the 20 one-on-
one worker interviews, nine were conducted with select program management
segment workers and eleven with one of the four major engineering segments. In
addition, two one-on-one interviews were conducted with select member on the
customer team for an external user perspective. Knowing the shipbuilding
program is soon to enter the detail design phase, over one third of interviews with
the engineering segment worker sample were conducted with CAD and CAE
workers. In most cases, interviews were conducted with IPT leads or system
engineers, those program employees capable of speaking for other members of
their team. Once the interviews were completed and a representative sample of
data collected from both the program management segment and one of the four
engineering segments, the identified benefits realized from the use of
Teamcenter Community and Enterprise were extrapolated as previously
explained.95'96
Based on data from both formal and informal interviews, it can be assumed
that 100% of the organization's workers assigned to Program Management IPT's
are "full-time" users of the Teamcenter collaboration tools and hence see 100%
of the calculated benefits. It can also be assumed that 60% of the engineering
IPT workers are "full-time" users, and the other 40% of engineering IPT workers
are "part-time" users and see only 50% of the calculated benefits. Thus, 552 of
the organization's shipbuilding program workers are "full time" Teamcenter users
and realize 100% of the calculated benefits, and 248 of the organization's
shipbuilding program workers are considered "part time" users and see only 50%
of the calculated benefits.
Since there were no metrics in place at the time of data collection for the
shipbuilding program which seek to measure the key performance indicators of
process cycle times or process re-work generation, I had no repository of data
from which to make net present value (NPV) and return on investment (ROI)
calculations. Therefore, it was imperative to "get inside" the program and
interview actual "process-owners" in a one-on-one context. By "process owners" I
mean that actual program workers at the deck plate level that are adopting and
using these assets in their day-to-day activities to complete value-stream
processes. I consider these "process-owners" to be the experts when it comes to
estimating their average process cycle times and re-work rates, and even though
95 For calculation purposes, a conservative value of 800 was used to represent the organization's workers
assigned to the shipbuilding program. 100% of interviewees reported that their teams considered the
Teamcenter tools to be very important to the success of their processes.
96 In hind sight, the large size of the selected population segment for this benefits study should have been
narrowed down to just a few engineering IPT's; this would have enabled much more efficient data
collection. This "lesson learned" is discussed in section eight.
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these data points are just estimates, they are the most accurate estimates
currently available. Therefore, through the data collection instrument of one-on-
one interviews, I was able to retrieve the data I needed for business-case
calculations from the best possible sources available; the actual "process-
owners", or users of these knowledge management assets.
Each of the one-on-one interviews with various shipbuilding program
workers lasted approximately 60 minutes. It seemed that all interview participants
found it easy to discuss the benefits they have realized from the use of both
Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter Enterprise. At least two interviews were
conducted with customer users of the Teamcenter collaboration tools.
6.8 Data Collection Results
6.8.1 NPV & ROI
Below you will find the results of my business-case calculations for the
organization's capital investment in the Teamcenter collaboration tools. As
mentioned earlier, these benefits cannot be found in any of the organization's
financial statements. Instead, these benefits are a direct result of the investments
made in the Teamcenter collaboration tools due to reductions in process cycle
times, reductions in process re-work generation, and reductions in travel
expenses for only the organization's workers assigned to the shipbuilding
program. In other words, these benefits represent the program cost avoidance as
a result of the in-place collaborative environment. The very large size of these
quantified benefits again drives home my central conclusion; due to the scope,
complexity, and diversity of the program, customer demanded cost and schedule
requirements would be much more challenging without the use of knowledge
management assets such as Teamcenter Community and Teamcenter
Enterprise. Without the use of like tools, excessive information wastes would
prohibit the timely completion of this revolutionary program, and possibly prevent
its ultimate completion.
Net present value (NPV) and return on investment (ROI) figures were
calculated and provided to the organization twice. The first set of benefit figures
is for a time period of 6 months, from June 2004 to December 2004. (see Table
1). This set of benefits represents estimates of the already realized benefits from
the use of the Teamcenter collaboration tools (the data for this case study was
collected in early January, 2005). Even though both Teamcenter Community and
Teamcenter Enterprise have been in place for greater than 6 months, I have
used this conservative time-period to ensure both tools were fully rolled-out and
adopted by the organization's workers assigned to the shipbuilding program. The
second set of benefit figures estimates the NPV and ROI values to include the
next 12 months using an annual discount rate of 9% (see Table 2). I have chosen
to only extend the benefit figures out for one year since I am not confident in how
long the design phases of the shipbuilding program will last. At the request of the
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organization, I have only included the estimated ROI values for both time
periods. However, I have included the format of how these benefit figures were
demonstrated to the organization for the use of the reader.
Benefit Results for Jun 04' to Dec 04'
Mean NPV Estimate $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV - 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV + 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
2 STDV $X Million Dollars
ROI Estimate 1856%(18 to 1) to 2580% (25 to 1)
Table 1: Industry Case Study #1 estimated ROI values realized from Jun 04' to Dec 04'
Benefit Results for Jun 04' to Dec 05'
Mean NPV Estimate $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV - 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV + 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
2 STDV $X Million Dollars
ROI Estimate 3390%(33 to 1) to 3957% (39 to 1)
Table 2: Industry Case Study #1 ROI values including Jun 04' to Dec 05'
Along with the estimated NPV and ROI figures, a cumulative distribution
function is presented to demonstrate the uncertainty in the estimations. Figure 1
illustrates how this cumulative distribution function of NPV might look.
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6.8.2 Explanation of Benefit Figures
The information provided in this section compliments the data collection and
calculation methods explained in section 5.2. Based on the data collected
through one-on-one interviews with the organization's process owners assigned
to the shipbuilding program, the following estimates were determined as
discussed in section 5.2:
· Estimated Total Mean Cycle Time Reduction per Month (in hours)
* Estimated Total Mean Re-Work Reduction per Month (in hours)
· Estimated Total Travel Savings per Month (in Mill. Dollars)
Both the estimated total mean cycle time reduction and estimated total mean
re-work reduction were calculated based on extrapolating the results of one-on-
one interviews with process owners across the organization's 877 program
workers.97 As previously mentioned, interviewees were selected with the goal of
obtaining a representative data sample across the organization's workers
assigned to the shipbuilding program. In many cases integrated product team
leads, system engineers and team coordinators were interviewed since they
represented several workers with their estimations, vice just themselves.
Estimated total travel savings per month was calculated based on data from
informal interviews and the formal one-on-one process owner interviews. This
value is thought to be extremely conservative since the estimated travel savings
benefit only includes estimates from interviewed program management and
engineering workers and was not fully extrapolated to include all 877 program
workers.
Since the data collected for these calculations are process-owner estimations,
uncertainty has been factored into each of the calculations in the form of a
normal distribution with appropriate standard deviations. 9 8 Using an Excel
mathematical model, each time the calculations are run the selected function
randomly selects a probability between 0 and 1 and outputs a value based on the
built cumulative distribution function.99 A normal distribution was selected to
represent uncertainty in the estimates based on the assumption that all process-
owner estimates represent the mean, and any other variability in worker
estimates is distributed normally about that mean.
97 This number is estimated to grow to 1200 during the detailed design phase of the program; however a
number of 800 was used for all extrapolation calculations.
98 As explained in section 5.5, during the one-on-one formal interviews, interviewees were asked to give
their estimations in a range format. This allowed for standard deviations to be calculated.
99 For these estimation values, the Excel NORMINV function (normal inverse) was used. Based on the
provided mean and standard deviation, the Excel worksheet builds a cumulative distribution function
(CDF). Each time the calculation is run, Excel randomly selects a probability between 0 and 1.0, maps that
probability to the CDF curve, and then provides the corresponding 'x' value (in this case one of the 3
estimates of cycle time reductions, re-work reductions, or travel expense reductions per month).
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Now that the three benefit estimations outlined above have been calculated,
and uncertainty has been factored into their calculations, an estimated NPV
figure was calculated based on the provided capital costs of the investment
(including both initial and monthly recurring costs). Since this NPV figure is based
on process-owner estimates extrapolated across all of the organization's workers
assigned to the shipbuilding program, a range of possible NPV's with
corresponding probabilities is of greater value. Therefore, using Excel
worksheets, over 1000 simulations were used to calculate the NPV figure. Each
time the simulation was run, the Excel worksheet would re-calculate the three
estimates that make up the NPV based on their assigned mean and standard
deviation values. This process provided a large sample of NPV statistics from
which a cumulative distribution function (CDF) could be built. Using bins to collect
the over 1000 simulation data points, a CDF curve was plotted along with the
sample mean and standard deviation as previously illustrated in figure 1.
From the described statistical analysis we are able to confidently estimate:
· For the 6 month time period of June 2004 to December 2004, the
estimated ROI fell between = 1856% (18 to 1) and 2580% (25 to 1)
· For the 18 month time period of June 2004 to December 2005, the
estimated ROI fell between = 3390% (33 to 1) and 3957% (39 to 1)
Figure 2 illustrates a summary of the steps taken to calculate the NPV and
ROI estimate figures.
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Figure 5: Industry Case Study #1 calculation flow diagram
6.8.3 Process Improvement Benefits
Most current-day business cases for investments in intangible assets,
such as knowledge management assets, have only captured the "tip of the
iceberg" benefits. These business cases fail to expose the "core benefits" that
truly make these large capital investments worthwhile. These "core benefits" are
the improvements to everyday processes in the form or reduced process cycle
times and reduced process re-work generation, which act to increase the
productivity of program workers. In some instances, such as the highlighted
shipbuilding program, it is these core process improvement benefits which have
made a program of this scope, complexity, and diversity even possible. Seeking
to uncover the core benefits of the organization's investment in the Teamcenter
collaboration tools, I structured my formal one-on-one interview questions to find
out just how much, if any, the organization's process owners had witnessed
reductions in their process cycle times and process re-work rates.
After extrapolating the data collected from one-on-one interviews across
the remaining workers assigned to the shipbuilding program, a 40,000
hours/month reduction in process cycle-times was computed. This significant
reduction in cycle times equates to approximately 1/4 of a working month for the
organization's workers assigned to the shipbuilding program. Table 3 breaks
down the total NPV benefit into the three key performance benefits of reduced
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process cycle time, reduced process re-work generation, and reduced travel
costs.
Total Benefit Breakdown
Cycle Time Reduction Benefit 46% of total benefit
Reduced Process Re-Work Benefit 32% of total benefit
Reduced Travel Cost Benefti 22% of total benefit
Table 3: Industry Case Study #1 benefit breakdown
The significant reductions in process cycle and process re-work speaks
volumes for the ability of effective knowledge management assets to enable the
elimination of value stream wastes such as the Information Wastes prescribed by
MIT's Lean Aerospace Initiative.100 Each of the interviewees was asked to study
a listing of these information wastes and determine which of the wastes, if any,
were applicable to the value stream wastes which have been eliminated from
their processes through the use of the Teamcenter collaboration tools. All of the
interviewees estimated that part of their process cycle time reduction was due to
the decrease in Waiting Wastes (i.e. a product sitting around due to unavailable
knowledge or information). As shown in table 4 below, all interviewees attributed
up to 70% of their cycle time reductions to the decrease in Waiting Wastes. This
significant reduction in Waiting Wastes indicates that previous bottlenecks of
knowledge and information flows have been improved or eliminated since the
adoption of the Teamcenter collaboration tools. Approximately two thirds of the
interviewees estimated that part of their process cycle time reduction was due to
the decrease in Transportation Wastes (i.e. the unnecessary movement of
information between people, organizations or systems), and two thirds of the
interviewees also estimated that part of this reduction was due to the decrease in
Unnecessary Motion Wastes (i.e. unnecessary human movement possibly due to
team member not being co-located, lack of distributed access, lack of training or
poorly designed interfaces).
Reductions in Aplicable Information Wastes
Waiting Wastes 100% of interviewees attributed a portion of cycle time
reduction benefit to the decrease in Waiting Wastes
Transportation Wastes 67% of interviewees attributed a portion of cycle time reduction
benefit to the decrease in Transportation Wastes
Unnecessary Motion 67% of interviewees attributed a portion of cycle time reduction
Wastes benefit to the decrease in Unnecessary Motion Wastes
Table 4: Industry Case Study #1 Information Wastes
6.8.4 "Other" Benefits
I mentioned early as a disclaimer that in no way do my quantified benefit
figures attempt to capture all of the numerous realized and potential benefits from
100 The table of Information Wastes (Table 5-1) was taken from the MIT LAI Product Development Value
Stream Mapping Tool (BETA Draft).
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the investment in knowledge management assets such as Teamcenter. The
benefits from these types of assets are hard to quantify because they are often
intangible and compounding in nature. Very rarely do the typical accounting-
centric metrics used by most organizations attempt to capture data that could be
used to calculate the benefits from these types of investments. These benefits
are both derivative and compounding in nature because by their very nature they
tend to breed continuous process improvement. Up till now we have only focused
on the benefits calculated from the reductions in process cycle times and the
reduction in re-work rates. However the benefits by no means stop here. For
example, since the roll-out of the Teamcenter collaboration tools, most of the
organization's workers assigned to the shipbuilding program have reduced their
process cycle times, and with reduced process cycle times the program workers
are now able to increase their work flow velocity, helping to maintain the program
within customer schedule requirements. With reduced process cycle times the
program workers are also able to collaborate with other stakeholders more
frequently, therefore ensuring the work they are completing is adding value and
meeting customer requirements. This increased collaboration with the customer
stakeholder also tends to reduce the bottleneck typically found between the
customer program office and the contractor, therefore allowing the customer to
stay better abreast of the work that is in-progress for real-time decision making.
With reduced process cycle times the program workers do not require
excessive over-time, therefore improving quality-of-life standards and employee
retention. This example is just one of many realistic examples of how these
benefits are derivative and compounding in nature. In the end, one of the
greatest benefits is the delivery of a product to the customer that fully meets their
requirements, a truly difficult benefit to quantify.
The following are additional benefits of the Teamcenter collaboration tools
identified by program workers and customer stakeholder through both informal
and formal interviews:
1. The ability for the shipbuilding program workers, without a licensed seat of
the applicable modeling program, to participate in collaborative network
meetings where digital models and drawings are being shared from a
licensed user desktop. In these types of collaborative meetings the
participant with the licensed seat of the modeling program shares their
desktop with the rest of the meeting members, and has the option to turn-
over modeling functionality for real-time iterations from any of the meeting
participants. This Teamcenter Community benefit acts to save significant
amount of capital from the reduction in software modeling licenses
required to perform the same type of real-time collaborative meetings.
2. Partner sub-contractors are able to flawlessly integrate their existing CAD,
CAE, and CAM tools with the Teamcenter Community architecture. This
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acts to significantly increase the acceptance and adoption of the tools
throughout the shipbuilding program enterprise.
3. The reduction in the headcount required to complete processes due to the
reduction in wastes enabled by the Teamcenter collaboration tools. Some
of the shipbuilding program workers described how the increased
collaborative environment has reduced the required number of workers to
complete a given process. This has the benefit of freeing up workers to
work on value-added processes that would normally wait in a queue.
4. The increased collaboration has the effect of increasing work flow
velocities, therefore allowing more complex and lengthy processes to be
completed in a customer-acceptable amount of time. Increased work flow
velocities also help to reduce batch-and-queue processes, therefore
reducing the cycle times for individual processes.
5. Teamcenter Enterprise acts to increase the quality of work by providing a
common, authoritative source of ship design documentation that is readily
available for the use and review of all stakeholders. The intuitive,
organized, and controlled aspects of Teamcenter Enterprise reduce the
amount of engineering mistakes from the use of bad data, information or
knowledge, therefore improving the quality of ship design work.
6. The reduction, or near elimination, of the barrier to data and information
flow between the contractor and customer program office, witnessed in
past complex product design and development projects. The data and
communication flow pipeline between the contractor(s) and the customer
program office has been modeled as a "bottleneck" in past programs. The
current collaborative environment of the shipbuilding program allows the
customer stakeholder to maintain a near real-time understanding of what
design work is actually being completed. In the past the customer would
be updated on what work had already been completed through frequent
review meetings. In this case, any changes in customer requirements or
any contractor mistakes would not be identified until after man-hours and
resources had been expended. This type of customer information lag
tends to drive up re-work and wastes valuable cash and schedule
resources. With the collaborative environment enabled by Teamcenter,
the customer is able to maintain a real-time posture of work-in-progress,
therefore minimizing contractor uncertainty, providing on-demand
decisions, and reducing wasted man-hours. In a program with the scope,
complexity and diversity such as the highlighted shipbuilding program,
continual effort must be expended to reduce the bottleneck that naturally
exists between customer and contractor.
7. According to some of the shipbuilding program workers, the adoption rate
of the Teamcenter tools was "off the map," and the "product sold itself."
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Certainly a major benefit of these tools is their intuitive architecture and
simple layout. Unlike some knowledge management assets that require
extensive training, and are resisted by their intended users, the
Teamcenter collaboration tools seem to be well liked by all program
workers. Many of the workers I spoke with quickly pointed out how the
tools have improved their overall quality of life through extensive travel
reductions. Instead of spending their evenings within the terminals of an
international airport, they are at home with their families. It seems intuitive
that any process improvement asset which increases a workers quality of
life will obtain high adoption rates.
8. The Teamcenter collaboration tools help to reduce the "arms length"
relationship between the customer stakeholders and the multiple
contractors the program requires. The collaborative program environment
enabled by Teamcenter acts to effectively connect all aspects of the
program and foster a team-like atmosphere. This acts to increase the
customer confidence that all stakeholders are on the same page and
effectively communicating the customer's needs.
9. The Teamcenter Community and Enterprise tools work to support the
Total Ship System Engineering (TSSE) philosophy which advocates using
a holistic, broad-based systems engineering and design approach to
shipbuilding. The TSSE approach to shipbuilding demands the integration
of all domain expert knowledge from the initial conceptual phases of the
program. Knowledge management collaboration tools have become
critical for the tying together of multiple stakeholders to form one
organized team in support of Total Ship System Engineering.
10. The collaborative environment enabled by the Teamcenter tools allows for
spiral development in the early conceptual phases of the program by
increasing the bandwidth of data, information, knowledge and
communication flows. These open lines of communication support greater
innovation and creativity from all stakeholders, therefore providing a better
solution to satisfy the end customer.
11. Many of the engineering function program workers I spoke with estimated
the benefits realized from the Teamcenter Community and Enterprise
tools will increase even more dramatically during the future detailed
design phase of the program. They based this assumption on their
experience of the detailed design phase, and how important collaboration
becomes during these engineering processes. They also pointed out that
not all of the "heavy-duty" engineering integrated product teams have fully
adopted the collaboration tools due to their relative novelty.
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6.9 Room for Improvement
The following areas for improvement regarding collaboration in the
shipbuilding program were identified by both customer and program workers
alike:
1. There still exists a cultural resistance to completely shifting from the
paradigm of face-to-face communications to all network enabled
communications and collaboration. This tends to frustrate some workers
who have become accustomed to collaborating via the Teamcenter
Community enabled applications and find required travel to be wasteful.
2. Some of the shipbuilding program stakeholders do not feel the work flow
functionality of Teamcenter Community is currently being fully utilized.
These interviewees believe Teamcenter Community could be better used
to establish more of a rhythm in the engineering design phases of the
shipbuilding program, thus further reducing information wastes such as
waiting wastes.
6.10 Industry Case Study #1 Conclusions
The three conclusions I outline below have been stated multiple times
throughout this case study and should now be familiar with the reader:
1. The shipbuilding program would not be feasible to the customer without
the current, in-place collaborative environment. This conclusion is justified
by the significant size of the benefit figures reported in the Data Collection
Results section of this case study. A percentage of these benefit figures
do include the reduction and subsequent savings in travel expenses, but
for the most part the figures represent the reduction in process cycle times
and re-work rates. The significant benefit figures therefore represent the
incredible man-hour cost avoidance enabled by the Teamcenter
collaborative environment, man-hours that would have been expended if
these knowledge management collaboration tools were not in place.
2. The Teamcenter collaborative environment is enabling the relatively new
shipbuilding philosophy of Total Ship System Engineering (TSSE). Without
the real-time knowledge and communication flows made available through
the Teamcenter tools, the complete integration of all stakeholder
knowledge and innovations from the early design phases until the
completion of operations would not be possible due to the large number of
organizations participating in the shipbuilding program.
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3. The collaborative program environment, enabled by the Teamcenter tools,
has effectively tied together over 5000 partner stakeholders in order to
deliver the customer a product containing historical levels of cutting-edge
technology. The significant scope and complexity of the shipbuilding
program, demanded by the customer requirements, could not possibly be
satisfied by just a handful of partner contractors. Without the in-place
collaborative environment, the shipbuilding program would still be a bullet
item on the customer's "wish-list", vice the critical mass of knowledge,
expertise and design solutions getting set to commence detail design
work.
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Industry Case Study #2
Demonstrating the Benefits from the Utilization of
a Knowledge Management Asset for Program to
Supplier Collaboration
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7 Industry Case Study #2
7.1 Executive Summary
Five years ago a large, product design and development organization
rolled-out an internally-developed tool known as "Virtual Team Room" in order to
meet the growing challenge of both internal and external collaboration throughout
its many programs. The functionality contained within the Virtual Team Room tool
is enabling the better management of knowledge assets such as knowledge
sharing, knowledge creation and knowledge transformation due to the
collaborative infrastructure it provides the organization's knowledge workers.
Virtual Team Room has enabled both individual program-managed "Team
Rooms" for the use of program assigned workers, and a sector-managed
supplier collaboration team room known as "SupplierCAD VTR." Both the
program-managed Virtual Team Rooms and the sector-wide SupplierCAD VTR
have resulted in significant benefits to the organization's programs such as
reduced engineering in-process-times, reduced process cycle-times and the
minimization of process re-work generation. This case study will demonstrate the
estimated cost avoidance benefits from the utilization of the SupplierCAD VTR by
the organization's engineers for supplier collaboration during detail design
phases of complex circuit board designs. It will be demonstrated that an
estimated ROI of 9346% (93 to 1) was achieved from the utilization of only the
SupplierCAD VTR for complex circuit board design programs during the period of
December 2002 to June 2005. The quantification of potential benefits contained
in this case study is limited to only the use of the SupplierCAD VTR by the
organization's engineers, but acts to demonstrate the significant value of a
collaborative environment in today's complex and diverse engineering programs.
7.2 Industry Case-Study #2 Introduction
Five years ago the organization this case study highlights rolled out a
powerful knowledge management tool known as Virtual Team Room (VTR). The
goal of this particular knowledge management tool was to meet a growing
enterprise collaboration challenge, a challenge that many large, diverse
development and manufacturing organizations are facing. The collaboration
challenge was multi-faceted in nature; how will our program teams communicate,
manage, merge, and track all of our program activities given geographic
dispersion of team members, disparate policies and practices among sector
sites, and multiple partner, consultant and supplier stakeholders?
With the VTR-enabled collaborative environment in place since the year
2000, the organization now desires to identify and quantify some of the benefits
that have been realized through the use of this dynamic tool throughout their
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myriad of programs. Before making further investments in collaborative
technologies, the organization's knowledge management (KM) council desires a
business case illustrating these intangible asset benefits, which many in industry
and academia alike have often considered to be too intangible for measuring. A
favorable return on the investments made in VTR can then be used to leverage
future knowledge management investments, or be used by the KM council to
encourage current and future program managers to leverage the significant value
their integrated product teams can gain through the use of similar tools.
With this desire in mind, I have completed the following case-study which
attempts to quantify some of the benefits realized through the use of the VTR by
the organization's Engineering and Manufacturing department - specifically, the
benefits realized due to increased program collaboration with supplier
stakeholders using the SupplierCAD virtual team room. Also, the case study
identifies and describes multiple other qualitative benefits from the use of Virtual
Team Rooms by the organization's program workers. The data used for business
case calculations was collected in late February and early March, 2005, at a
central site of the multi-site organization. Data was collected specifically from the
organization's engineering function workers and outside supplier stakeholders.
7.3 Enterprise Background and Description
In 1996 the organization this case study highlights acquired a major
competitor of equivalent size to form the current-day organization headquartered
in the Eastern United States. Following this major acquisition, the organization
commenced a robust period of growth through the additional acquisitions of:
· A smaller West-Coast competitor in 1999
* A Northern European company in 2000
* An electronics and information systems company in 2001
* A second large industry competitor in 2001
* A smaller technology company in 2002101
Today the organization has grown to 23,600 employees, geographically
dispersed in 129 locations worldwide, including 63 international offices (please
note this case study only considers up to 31 of the 129 locations which host the
organization's Engineering and Manufacturing workers utilizing the VTR
collaboration tool). The organization's sites are found in the following locations:
· Mid-Atlantic, United States
· South East, United States
· West Coast, United States
· Upper Mid-West, United States
101 Acquisition data was taken from the organization's corporate website.
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· South-Western, United States
· Pacific North West, United States
· North East, United States
· Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Norway and the United Kingdom
The combined efforts of this diversified organization are responsible for 2003
revenue totals exceeding $6 Billion Dollars with an operating margin of $590
Million Dollars. Over 80% of the organization's sales in 2003 were defense-
related with up to one third of all sales going to international customers. Also in
2003, the organization was awarded over $6 Billion Dollars in contract
acquisitions. 102
Key products for the organization include fire control radars, Airborne
Warning and Control Systems, Target Attack Radar Systems, air-to-ground
surveillance radar sensors, missiles, tactical military radars, countrywide air
defense systems, airborne electronic countermeasures systems, sophisticated
undersea warfare systems, and naval propulsion and power generation
systems.10 3 One of the characteristics of this organization which distinguishes
itself from other like industry competitors is the sheer number of active programs
currently in-progress. At the time of data collection for this case-study, over 2000
active programs were in-progress, with approximately 300 considered to be
"major" programs.
The organization is a matrix organization. Along the horizontals of the matrix
organization chart can be found the functional departments which support the
multitude of ongoing programs just mentioned. The primary functions of the
matrix include: Engineering, Marketing, Accounting, and Human Relations.
Employees of the organization will contend that unlike other organizations, they
are a "true matrix organization", depending on their functional areas to support
the many program areas of the organization.
The previous background information was included to give the reader a sense
of the knowledge management challenges faced by all process owners in this
organization. 10 4 Based on the provided background information we can assume
these knowledge management challenges exist due to the following factors:
1. Significant Acquisitions and Growth: The organization has recently
completed a 9-year period of significant acquisitions, growing from
approximately $2.6 Billion Dollars of revenues in 1996 to $6 Billion Dollars
in 2003. With these acquisitions comes the leadership and knowledge
management challenge of merging together organizations with cultural,
102 2003 Financial data for the organization was referenced from its 2003 Annual Report.
103 Product information was taken directly from the 2003 Annual Report.
'04 1 define a process owner as any worker within the organization whose job function requires the
completion of processes in order to add value to the enterprise value stream. This would include most of the
workers within the organization.
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process and strategic differences. The organization has been seeking a
commonality throughout its enterprise, striving for a knowledge-centric
network of common processes and common languages. When different
organizations are brought into fold through acquisitions, along with the
newly acquired organizations are their unique processes, languages,
stakeholders and general culture. It has become apparent to the
organization's leadership that improved knowledge management
capabilities and more widely deployed collaboration environments are
essential to maintaining competitiveness and enabling the knowledge
sharing and communications required to reach their goal of process and
knowledge commonality.10 5 It should also be noted that during the past few
years of growth, a significant number of "green" or young engineers have
been hired to meet the program demands. This in-flux of inexperience has
also presented a knowledge management challenge for the organization's
leadership.
2. Geographic Dispersion of Stakeholders: This factor is pretty obvious
given the previous background information. Certainly the significant
knowledge management challenge here is the tying together of all 129
sites into a cohesive enterprise able to effectively and efficiently access
and share knowledge. Without the ability for any one site to easily
collaborate with any other sister site, the enterprise is diminishing their
ability to effectively pull together various knowledge assets and offer the
customer a better solution in the long run. Any enterprise as large and
diversified as the highlighted organization must obtain the ability to corner
the competitive advantage available through the proper management and
availability of knowledge throughout the enterprise. For example, if an
integrated product team is assigned to a program that has overlapping
technology requirements with another enterprise program, they must be
able to 1) recognize this occurrence, 2) be able to access the knowledge
already created by the sister program, and 3) be able to easily collaborate
for idea and knowledge sharing with the sister program. These three steps
are not possible without a robust collaborative environment.
3. Multiple, Complex Programs: The abbreviated listing of the
organization's products I have provided gives the reader a taste for the
type of products being designed, developed and manufactured. In almost
every case these are complex products requiring the integration of
multiple hardware and software systems. By their very nature, the
complexities of these products require a program-like structure, where
several employees with varying backgrounds and expertise are brought
together to share and create knowledge. Along with the organization's
workers, much collaboration is also required with the customer, partner
and supplier stakeholders in order to provide a solution that satisfactorily
105 By "knowledge commonality" I am referring to the ability for a complex and diverse organization to
efficiently find and utilize knowledge, or knowledge owners anywhere throughout the enterprise.
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meets the end-users needs. Again, only a robust collaborative
environment can enable the efficient sharing of knowledge, information,
and data required between all the stakeholders of a program common to
this organization.
4. Switching Costs: As previously mentioned one of the characteristics that
distinguish this organization from other like industry organizations is the
vast number of ongoing active programs. As a function of this heavy
program load, most enterprise engineers are assigned to more than one
program. Recent academic studies have sought to determine the
"switching costs" associated with this type of human resource
management. The "switching costs" would represent the loss in worker
productivity from having to switch his or her focus and energy between
programs throughout the course of the workday. This is a challenge for an
enterprise that typical knowledge management tool vendors have not yet
addressed. Therefore, the question arises as to whether or not a robust
collaborative environment enabled by knowledge management assets is
able to reduce these "switching costs" and increase the productivity of
multi-program workers.
In order to meet these and other knowledge management challenges faced
by the organization, a group of knowledge management assets have been rolled
out to the enterprise. These knowledge management assets are classified by the
organization as either: 1) knowledge management assets which support program
product knowledge, and 2) knowledge management assets which support
program and stakeholder collaboration.
Knowledge management assets found in the first group, those which work to
support program product knowledge, consist of knowledge search engines such
as the products offered by Verity, engineering research and innovation tools such
as Goldfire Researcher; digital engineering notebooks used for the real-time
capture of explicit and tacit knowledge; and product configuration tools such as
Teamcenter Enterprise and Teamcenter Engineering. 106 Goldfire Researcher is
not available to all of the organization's sites, but seems to be well liked for its
capability to gather and query intellectual assets. The Teamcenter Enterprise and
Teamcenter Engineering product configuration tools are in place to enable the
integration of multiple systems by efficiently managing large amounts of product
data in a controlled environment.
In the second group of knowledge management assets, those which are
envisioned to enable stakeholder collaboration can be found our tool of study, the
internally developed Virtual Team Room. A description of the Virtual Team Room
106 More information can be viewed on the complete line of Verity intellectual capital management
products at: http://www.verity.conv', more information can be viewed on the Goldfire Researcher design
innovation products at: http://invention-machine.con/index.htn, and more information can be viewed on
the complete set of Teamcenter tools at: http://ww.ugs.com/index.slhtmnl.
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and its capabilities is provided in the next section entitled VTR Description and
Capabilities.
Also found in this second group of knowledge management assets is a
secure supplier stakeholder web site which allows for the passing of design data
back and forth between the program engineers and the supplier group. This
secure web site acts to compliment the collaborative capabilities of the
SupplierCAD Virtual Team Room, and allows for secure file sharing between a
program and its supplier stakeholder.
7.4 VTR Description and Capabilities
7.4.1 VTR Description and Utilization
VTR, the commonly used acronym for "Virtual Team Room", has become
the primary collaboration tool for the organization's workers since it was first
rolled-out five years ago. My research has found VTR to be primarily utilized for
the following functions:
* Supplier Stakeholder Collaboration: Many of the organization's
programs choose to conduct real-time collaboration with external
supplier stakeholders for detailed design work of complex, multi-chip-
module circuit board components. In these usage cases the programs
design engineers utilize what is known as the "Supplier CAD" virtual
team room, and primarily rely on the virtual conferencing capabilities of
this knowledge management asset. The primary focus of this case
study is the identification and partial quantification of the benefits being
realized through the use of this particular Virtual Team Room.
* Early Program Requirements Management: Some of the
organization's programs have found significant value in using the VTR
tool for requirements documentation control and management during
the early conceptual and design work of a program's life cycle. In these
usage cases, program leadership directs the VTR be used for
requirements and design document approval and release workflow,
along with action item tracking.
* Program Life-Cycle Stakeholder Collaboration: Some of the
organization's programs have discovered the increase in process
efficiencies from frequently collaborating with external stakeholders
throughout a program's life-cycle. These programs are typically
characterized by their significant scope and multiple external
stakeholders (including both partner and supplier stakeholders). In
these cases, the VTR conferencing capability and integrated data
environment are utilized throughout the program's value stream.
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* The Integration of Engineering Processes throughout the
organization: In order to address the non-commonality challenge
resulting from major acquisitions over the past nine years, VTR is being
utilized for the transfer of best practices and processes amongst the
multiple sites. VTR is credited with enabling this integration of
engineering processes, and is the primary tool used in ongoing
standardization efforts. As a result of this transfer and sharing of
engineering processes and best practices, the organization has built up
a "process asset library" which can be described as a web-accessed
knowledge repository of standardized processes. This knowledge library
has proved extremely valuable for the orientation of new and
inexperienced workers.
7.4.2 VTR Capabilities
The organization's leadership envisions its multitude of programs will rely on
the collaborative environment enabled by Virtual Team Rooms in order to
communicate, manage, merge and track all of its activities given significant
program complexity, geographic separation of stakeholders, and non-
standardized processes. With the goal of increased collaboration in mind, the
internally developed VTR system emerged in order to support the following
internal customer needs:
* The need for a "computer-based work facility" accessible at home or on
the road via any web-enabled computer,
* The need for an e-collaborative environment accessible by non-
organization teammates, suppliers and customers,
* The need for a common program team "focal point,"
* The need for a collaborative environment which eliminates the delays and
confusion associated with geographic separation amongst program
stakeholders,
* The need for a low-cost knowledge management asset which can be
rapidly deployed and then both managed and configured by the program
team.10 7 Whenever an existing or new program desires the collaborative
benefits offered by a Virtual Team Room, the E&M Process and Tool
Development Support Group rapidly creates a team room for immediate
use.
From this set of internal customer needs, the Process and Tool Development
Support Group developed the VTR solution. Built upon the Microsoft SharePoint
and Exchange server architectures, and linked together using a secure virtual
private network, this collaboration tool contains the following features:
107 These specific VTR characteristics were taken from an internal presentation created by a member of the
organization's Process and Tool Development Support Group entitled "Virtual Team Rooms (VTR) ".
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1. Configuration-Controlled File Repository: This functionality
allows the program team to confidently manage its design
documentation in a single, accessible authoritative data vault. As
already described, some of the organization's program teams are
utilizing their own personal VTR to manage the generation of
requirements documentation in the early conceptual and design
phases of a program. Of the 22 Virtual Team Rooms currently in
existence, a majority of them are managed by programs or internal
project teams for specifically this functionality.
2. Document Approval and Release Workflow: Complimenting the
configuration control functionality, VTR allows for read/write
permissions to be managed by the program team. This helps to
ensure the integrity of critical program documentation and
increases the confidence of all team members when accessing
these documents. Included in this feature is the ability for program
team members to attach revision comments when iterating design
documentation; a practice that has proved invaluable for young or
newly assigned engineers attempting to "get up to speed" with the
program.
3. Full-Text Search Engine: Enables the location and retrieval of
program knowledge based on document content.
4. Virtual Conferencing: An application-sharing facility, based on
Exchange Conference Server® and NetMeeting® that allows users
to participate in secure, password-protected virtual conferences.
This feature is used extensively for program to supplier
collaboration within the "Supplier CAD" Virtual Team Room to share
electrical computer-aided designs with suppliers at disparate
locations.
5. Action Item Tracking, Threaded Discussion Forums, Important
Links, and Team E-mail: Additional VTR features that compliment
the program content which is created and managed by the team. Of
note, the Threaded Discussion Forums are used to capture and
retain team decision rationale.0 8
Before moving on to findings from the case-study data collection, it is
important for the reader to understand that realized benefits should be attributed
to the collaborative environment enabled by VTR, not necessarily the VTR tool
itself. By this statement I mean to point out the existence of multiple commercial-
off-the-shelf collaboration solutions that equal or exceed the functionality of the
internally developed VTR. Therefore, the reader should understand that realized
108 The description of VTR features is taken from an internal presentation entitled "Virtual Team Rooms
(VTR) ".
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and potential benefits are a result of the established collaborative environment
that is currently enabled by the VTR tool, but could also be enabled by other
equivalent collaboration tools.
7.5 Benefits from the Use of VTR
This section of the case study seeks to identify the numerous benefits that
are currently being realized by the organization's knowledge workers from the
day-to-day use of the VTR collaboration environment. Data for this "benefits
section" of the case study was collected through one-on-one interviews with
process owners currently using the VTR in at least one of their assigned
programs. From the VTR Description and Capabilities section, you will recall that
VTR is currently being utilized by the organization's process owners in four
different respects. The four major usage categories are:
* Supplier Stakeholder Collaboration using the SupplierCAD VTR,
* Early Program Requirements Management,
· Program Life-Cycle Stakeholder Collaboration, and
· The Integration of Engineering Processes.
With over 1,200 subscribed users of the VTR throughout the enterprise, this
case study will seek to narrow the sample size by focusing primarily on benefits
realized from the "Supplier Stakeholder Collaboration" usage case. With 107 of
the organization's engineers and 52 supplier stakeholders currently subscribed to
one, dedicated supplier collaboration VTR, commonly referred to as the
"SupplierCAD" VTR, the sample size for benefit identification is reduced to a
more manageable level. Of the 107 engineers currently subscribed to the
SupplierCAD VTR, 8 one-on-one interviews were completed to obtain a
representative data sample. Also, of the 52 supplier stakeholders currently
subscribed, 2 one-on-one interviews were completed for an external perspective.
With this chosen group of Supplier CAD VTR users, the following sections seek
to identify, describe, and quantify the significant benefits these knowledge
workers have been realizing due to an increased collaborative relationship with
their supplier stakeholders.
7.5.1 SupplierCAD VTR Benefits
The SupplierCAD VTR is a dedicated team room for the use of any
program seeking to collaborate with one of Supplier Companies who are
currently members of this particular VTR. These external supplier stakeholders
are commonly used suppliers in the organization's programs and have been
given access to the VTR's private, secure network. Data from the Design Drafting
department at the organization indicates that in 2003 approximately 78 circuit
board design projects utilized one of these external suppliers, and in 2004
approximately 150 designs utilized an external supplier. According to the
organization's design engineers, external suppliers are typically used for more
complex circuit board design work. In a typical program life-cycle involving
complex circuit board design work, heavy supplier collaboration is required when
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the program enters into detail-design phase. In these cases the program will
outsource the complex task of generating digital drawings and models required
for downstream manufacturing to one of these external supplier companies as
assigned by the Design Drafting department. Therefore, as the program enters
the detail design phase of their programs life-cycle, they will bring in the supplier
stakeholder to help complete detail design work, and commence the digital
drawings required as a product of this phase.
As can be imagined by the reader of this case-study, many of the
organization's products contain a wide variety of complex circuit boards. At the
heart of the most complex printed circuit boards are numerous multi-chip
modules (MCM) serving to package the contents of the board. It is specifically
the rising complexity of these multi-chip modules which is forcing the
collaboration of many domain experts in the fields of mechanical,
thermodynamics, electrical, and parts engineering. In general, for the
organization's products requiring complex, MCM circuit boards, the program
team will most likely elect to utilize one of available external suppliers. Out of the
numerous circuit board designs completed by external suppliers from December
2002 to June 2005, approximately 40% were considered to be complex-MCM
designs, and of that 40%, 32 design projects decided to utilize the SupplierCAD
VTR for frequent collaboration between the design engineering team and the
external supplier.
The virtual conferencing functionality of the SupplierCAD VTR is the tool
being used for the "pulling-together" of these domain expert engineers with the
supplier stakeholder in order to generate a working solution for complex MCM
board designs. Without this "critical mass" of knowledge a solution that meets the
needs of the customer is much more challenging due to the complexity issue.
Based on data collected from the organization's engineers, during the detail
design phase of higher complexity programs, up to 70% of the in-process design
time (actual "touch time") is spent collaborating with the supplier stakeholder
utilizing the virtual conferencing functionality. According to the organization's
engineers, this type of design complexity makes detail design work with an
external stakeholder much more costly when using the previous methods of site-
visits, phone calls, and e-mail messages.
7.5.1.1 SupplierCAD VTR Benefit Classes Realized by Program
Workers
The following is a description of the major benefit classes derived from the
one-on-one interviews with program design engineers who are currently
assigned to programs utilizing the SupplierCAD Virtual Team Room:
Decreased Engineering In-Process-Time for a Program's Detail
Design Phase: I consider any process efficiency improvement realized
due to the use of a knowledge management asset to be a "core benefit" of
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that knowledge management asset.10 9 It is for these process-improvement
benefits that most organizations make significant investments in
knowledge management assets. In this case, the SupplierCAD VTR is
enabling significant reductions in the engineering in-process-time (IPT)
required for the detail design phase of programs choosing to use the
SupplierCAD VTR for greater complexity designs. This reduction in
engineering IPT certainly qualifies as a "process efficiency improvement"
and therefore has the potential to demonstrate significant benefits. Based
on data collected from process owners, a 34% reduction in the mean IPT
of the detail design phase has been realized for those engineering teams
choosing to utilized the SupplierCAD VTR (the 34% estimate includes a
standard deviation of 6.0%). This 34% reduction estimate is based on
comparing the required IPT for complex design projects before and after
the implementation of the SupplierCAD VTR. Again, this significant
reduction in engineering IPT is limited to only those complex MCM
designs requiring "heavy" external supplier collaboration. Therefore, for
programs containing high-complexity MCM designs which choose to utilize
the SupplierCAD VTR for collaboration with an assigned external supplier,
the programs design engineers have reduced their required IPT by 34%,
or approximately 1.6 months. °10 The interviewed design engineers
attribute this significant reduction in in-process-time to the more efficient
"pulling-together" of knowledge resources. In the past, prior to the use of
the VTR, multiple site-visits to the supplier's location, phone-calls and e-
mails were used to accomplish the needed collaboration over detailed
design drawings and models. The necessity for face-to-face collaboration
with the supplier stakeholder required extensive travel for the programs
engineers, often complicating participation by specialized thermodynamic,
mechanical and electrical engineering domain experts and thereby
increasing undesirable switching costs. This in-turn sub-optimized the
timing for achieving an approved design. However, for the organization's
programs which have chosen to utilize the SupplierCAD VTR for external
supplier collaboration, these value-stream wastes have been eliminated
resulting in the reduction of detail design phase engineering IPT. Now the
program is able to frequently pull together the necessary program
workers, domain experts, and supplier stakeholders for "real-time"
collaboration on a day-to-day basis (which is often necessary for these
complex MCM board designs).
Decrease in the Detail Design Phase Required Re-Work: The reduction
in process re-work is another potential "core benefit" of any investment
made in knowledge management assets (by "re-work" this author means
109 The in-process-time (IPT) is the actual "touch time" where engineers are working on a design project.
This should not be confused with cycle time which would also include any time the design in sitting in a
queue.
0 Note I use the words "for programs which choose to utilize the SupplierCAD VTR". Currently it is
estimated that only 50% of the organization's engineers elect to utilize the SupplierCAD VTR.
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the unintended re-performance of a process due to mistakes, a lack of
information/knowledge, or a lack of understanding; this does not include
the healthy back-and-forth iterations commonly found in many design
processes). Along with reductions in engineering IPT, being able to reduce
the number of times a process is required to "get the product right" results
in a tremendous savings for the program. The organization's program
engineers believe the collaborative environment enabled by VTR has in
fact reduced re-work typically required at the end of the detail design
phase. Since the collaborative environment has enabled the efficient
pulling together of knowledge resources on a frequent basis, less
mistakes make it all the way through the detail design phase to eventually
cause re-work. Another factor reducing re-work wastes is the ability to pull
in downstream users of the design data, such as manufacturing
stakeholders, into the early design processes. During the frequent VTR
enabled collaboration meetings with the external supplier, manufacturing
engineers will also be invited to share their ideas and feedback of the
design. This tends to increase the number of early design iterations and
prevents downstream re-work or "fire-fighting" when manufacturing
discovers the design plans contain mistakes. According to some of the
organization's engineers, downstream stakeholders such as
manufacturing are "delighted to be drawn into an area of the program
where they are usually not allowed." One of the external supplier
stakeholders interviewed for this case study believes the increase in
collaboration throughout the detail design phase has reduced required re-
work by 33%. Other engineers were not able to confidently estimate a
percentage; therefore only the reductions in engineering in-process-time is
included in the quantified benefits described later in this section.
* Increased Ability to Catch Mistakes: The VTR-enabled collaborative
environment during the detail design phase has increased the teams
ability to catch design mistakes, therefore increasing the overall quality of
the product passed on to downstream stakeholders. The organization's
engineers believe this may be due to the increase in design reviews
enabled by the virtual conferencing functionality. Mistakes are often
caught during the frequent collaboration meetings over digital design
drawings, allowing for real-time corrections to be made that are agreed
upon and understood by the entire team.
* Decreased Travel Time: Before the rollout and adoption of the VTR
collaboration tool, program engineers would frequently travel to supplier
sites for design reviews. With the virtual conferencing functionality of VTR
this travel time has essentially been eliminated, making these program
engineers more productive, and saving the sector significant amounts of
capital previously used for travel expenses. This reduction in travel time
has also increased the quality of life for those program members who
previously spent a good portion of their week on the road. An increased
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quality of life for program members results in the derivative benefits of
increased job satisfaction and enthusiasm for the program.
* Reduction in "Switching Costs": Since many of the organization's
engineers are assigned to more than one program at any one time, they
are forced to frequently "switch" their energies from one program to
another during the normal work day. Recent academic research has
sought to identify the losses in efficiency, or cost associated with the
switching of attention between assigned programs. The organization's
engineers interviewed for this case study believe the collaborative
environment enabled by VTR has made them more productive during the
time allotted for work on a particular program. This in-turn acts to minimize
the negative effects that occur when they are forced to switch their
attention to another assigned program. Also, with the estimated reduction
in engineering IPT for those programs utilizing the SupplierCAD VTR,
engineers are spending 34% less time on complex MCM designs; this
savings allows engineers to switch to other assigned programs increasing
that programs work-flow velocity.
* Increased Awareness of Vendor Progress: According to some of the
organization's engineers, the ability to frequently collaborate with the
external supplier stakeholders allows the program team to accurately track
the progress of these suppliers. This increased awareness of vendor
progress reduces uncertainty for program management, and enables
better, more efficient program planning and decision-making.
7.5.1.2 SupplierCAD VTR Benefit Classes Realized by Supplier
Stakeholders
The following is a description of the major benefit classes derived from one-
on-one interviews with external supplier stakeholders who collaborate with the
organization's program workers using the SupplierCAD VTR:
Reductions in Overall Design Process Cycle Time: Coinciding with the
data collected from the organization's program engineers, supplier
stakeholders also report a process efficiency improvement when the
SupplierCAD VTR is utilized for complex circuit board designs. More
specifically, external suppliers reported an average 22% reduction in the
overall design cycle-time required to complete design work for a circuit
board project (overall cycle-time is the start to finish time). The suppliers I
interviewed attributed the reduction in cycle-times to the decrease in
"waiting wastes." These suppliers were no longer having to wait on the
organization's program workers for acceptance of design work already
completed before moving on to additional design work (In the past, the
supplier would need to wait for the organization's engineer to plan a site-
visit or communicate via phone/e-mail for design reviews). Instead, the
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supplier stakeholder is able to get near "real time" feedback on a design
that acts to minimize "waiting wastes" and increases the overall workflow
velocity. This real time review and feedback of work-in-progress would not
be possible without the virtual collaborative environment enabled by the
VTR tool. As a derivative benefit of this reduced cycle-time, the supplier
stakeholder is now able to pursue a greater number of contracts in the
same period of time. This acts to increase the overall profitability of the
supplier stakeholder, a benefit which has the potential to be used as a
future value-proposition for the organization.
* Real-Time Discovery of Re-Work: Like their program engineer
teammates, the external supplier stakeholders also credited the use of
VTR for significant reductions in major design re-work. Again, by re-work I
am referring to the discovery of mistakes after a process is thought to be
completed which requires all or part of the process to be re-commenced.
One supplier specifically estimated that both circuit board placement and
routing processes have realized a 33% reduction in required re-work. As
noted by all interviewees, every single design requires some amount of
iterations, however, with the collaborative environment enabled by VTR,
mistakes are found in the early stages of the program phase, vice at the
end when significant resources are required to execute the needed re-
work.
* Increased Printed Circuit Board Quality: As a derivative benefit of
catching mistakes early in the design phase, supplier stakeholders contest
the overall quality of the design increases even with increased complexity
demands by the customer. With this increase in quality comes increased
confidence from the organization's program engineers in the supplier's
product, potentially resulting in future contracts.
* Increased Communication with the Program Team: According to the
supplier stakeholders, VTR has enabled the supplier to more freely
communicate ideas, feedback, and recommendations to the organization's
program engineers. The frequent network conferences of dispersed
stakeholders have allowed the supplier to make his or her ideas more
"obvious" to the organization's program team, resulting in better design
solutions.
* Extending the Enterprise: According to the external supplier stakeholder,
the VTR enabled collaborative team environment has pulled them into the
program team, therefore extending the organization's enterprise. This
team-like atmosphere has reduced previous formalities between the
program and the supplier, and therefore made the supplier stakeholder
more comfortable to share ideas and creativity. According to one supplier,
these collaborative meetings can sometimes feel more like a
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"brainstorming session" where many ideas are generated for better design
solutions.
Reduction in Supplier Technical Risk: As previously mentioned, before
the roll-out of VTR within the organization, external supplier stakeholders
would often have to wait on site-visits, phone meetings or e-mails from
organization's program engineers for appropriate concurrences before
moving on to additional design work. In some instances the supplier
stakeholder would become impatient and decide not to wait on the
appropriate program engineer for additional knowledge or information
needed to answer questions related to the design. In these cases the
supplier stakeholder would instead make an educated assumption and
hope the organization's program engineer would concur. This process of
assumption-making acted to increase the technical risk of the design,
possibly leading to expensive re-work. The frequent collaboration over
design work-in-progress has essentially eliminated the need for supplier
stakeholder "guess-work" and allows the supplier to increase their
probability of getting the design right the first time.
7.5.2 Quantified Benefits of Reduced Engineering In-Process-Time
for Complex, MCM Designs
The challenge of quantifying the benefits from the investment of capital
into intangible assets such as knowledge management assets can seem
intimidating if one attempts to capture all of the realized benefits. The
methodology I prescribe for the quantification of benefits focuses only on what I
have termed the "core benefits" from the use of knowledge management assets.
Based on the strategic objectives of the organization, these "core benefits"
include the reduction in engineering in-process-time and required design re-work
as a result of the enabled collaborative environment (i.e. process efficiency
improvements). Therefore, any quantified benefits mapped to the use of the
Virtual Team Room are in no way all-inclusive, but only seek to quantify these
"core benefits". For this case-study I will narrow these quantified benefits even
farther to include only the benefits realized from the reduction in required
engineering in-process-time of programs choosing to use the SupplierCAD VTR
for collaboration with external suppliers over complex MCM designs. This
reduction is being made since many of the organization's engineers interviewed
were not comfortable in making a confident re-work reduction estimate.
This quantification exercise will seek to compute the estimated cost
avoidance benefit realized for complex-MCM designs completed in the period of
December 2005 to June 2005 from the reduction of program engineer design in-
process-time. The data collection and calculation information provided in the
following text compliments the calculation methods described earlier in section
5.2. The following "inputs" are made for this benefit computation:
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a) Input #1: The VTR implementation cost and the VTR monthly recurring
costs. These data points were provided by the organization's E&M
Process & Development Support Group. Both the implementation and
monthly recurring costs were divided by the number of current VTR sites
to appropriately charge the SupplierCAD VTR its share of these costs.
b) Input #2: The number of complex-MCM board designs for the period of
December 2002 to June 2005. Recall that these "complex-MCM" designs
generally require frequent collaboration with the assigned external
supplier and "heavily" utilize the SupplierCAD VTR. The remaining printed
circuit board designs are not included in the benefit calculation since they
typically do not require extensive collaboration during the design phases
with the assigned external supplier. This estimation is made by the site's
Process and Tools development Support Group.
c) Input #3: The average number of design engineers assigned to complex-
MCM design projects. Based on data from the organization's engineers a
conservative value of 2 is used for the benefit calculation. This value is
thought to be conservative because for many of the more complex
designs 3 to 5 engineers might be assigned to the design work.
d) Input #4: The number of average hours worked per month for a design
engineer and the average hourly rate for a design engineer. The values
were provided by the organization and required to convert the in-process-
time reduction benefit to a monetary value for cost-benefit-analysis.
As a result of data collected from both the organization's design engineers
and external suppliers, the following "data collection results" are used in the
benefit calculation:
a) The Average Estimated Engineering In-Process-Time required to
complete the design phases of a complex-MCM circuit board when the
SupplierCAD VTR is not utilized: 2.5 months ± 0.5 months. This important
data point was collected from one-on-one interviews with the
organization's design engineers and supported by data collected with
external suppliers. An example of a generic interview questionnaire data
collection instrument in provided in Appendix A.
b) The Average Estimated In-Process-Time Reduction realized by the
organization's design engineers when the SupplierCAD VTR is utilized for
the required "heavy" collaboration over complex-MCM design projects:
Average=34% with a standard deviation of 6%. These calculated
estimates were collected from the organization's design engineers and
again supported by external suppliers. As described in section 5.2, an
Excel worksheet was used to calculate the mean and standard deviation
for the estimated in-process-time reduction.
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With the data collected and inputs and assumptions stated, the benefit
calculations can now be completed:
a) Estimated Cost Avoidance per Complex-MCM Design: This figure is
computed using the Average Estimated IPT Reduction, the number of full-
time engineers assigned per design, the number of discounted hours per
month, and the average engineering hourly rate. It should be noted that
the Average Estimated IPT Reduction was calculated using the mean and
standard deviation results from data collection and the Excel "NORMINV"
function. This allowed the uncertainty of the engineer estimations to be
accounted for by using 500 simulations to create multiple benefit statistics
for analysis.
b) Computed Cost Avoidance Benefit for December 2002 to June 2005:
This figure was computed using the Estimated Cost Avoidance per Design
figure and the number of complex-MCM board designs completed from
December 2002 to June 2005 which utilized the SupplierCAD VTR.
c) Estimated NPV and ROI Benefit Figures for the period of December
2002 to June 2005: Finally, these benefit figures were computed using
the estimated total cost avoidance benefit figure for the period, the
SupplierCAD VTR 2000 implementation cost, and the SupplierCAD VTR
monthly recurring costs for the 31 month period.
After setting up the previous calculations in an Excel mathematical model,
500 simulations were run to quickly generate multiple NPV benefit figures for
statistical analysis. Since the Average Estimate IPT Reduction figure was
modeled using the Excel NORMINV function, a mean, and associated standard
deviation, the generated NPV statistics accounted for the "uncertainty" in the
collected data. Once the simulations were completed, a mean NPV, mean NPV -
1SD, and mean NPV + 1SD figure were calculated. Figure 3 summarizes the
calculation steps using a flow diagram.
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SupplierCAD VTR Benefit
Calculation Flow Diagram
Simulations
NPV calculation simulated 500 times to create NPV statistics:
Cumulative Distribution Function generated
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Figure 6: Industry Case Study #2 calculation flow diagram
From the completed benefit calculations and analysis of the statistical
data, table 5 provides the estimated ROI benefit figures for the period of
December 2002 to June 2005:
Estimated Total Cost Avoidance Benefit Figures for Dec 02' to Jun 05'
Mean NPV Estimate $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV - 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
Mean NPV + 2 STDV $X Million Dollars
2 STDV $X Million Dollars
Estimated ROI 9346% -or- (93 to 1)
Estimated ROI Range 7410% (74 to 1) to 10,633% (106 to 1)
Table 5: Industry Case Study #2 ROI Estimates
7.5.2.1 NPV and ROI Benefit Figures
Table 3 would be used to illustrate the estimated mean NPV for the period
of December 2002 to June 2005 computed from the 500 NPV simulation
statistics. The NPV Mean - 1SD and NPV Mean + 1SD figures would also be
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Inputs
*VTR Implementation Cost
*VTR Monthly recurring
Cost
·Number of complex MCM
designs for 12/02 to 06/05
*Average # of design
Engineers assigned full-time
to complex MCM designs
·Number of discounted
hours per month for a
design Engineer
*AVE hourly rate for a
design Engineer
Benefit Calculation
1. Estimated Cost Avoidance per Complex MCM Design computed
using the AVE Estimated IPT Reduction, # of full-time engineers per
design, discounted # of hours per month, and average engineer
hourly rate (NOTE: AVE Estimated IPT Reduction computed using ,i
and a figures to factor estimation uncertainty).
2. Estimated Total Cost Avoidance Benefit for period calculated
using estimated cost avoidance per design and # of complex MCM
designs completed from Dec 02' to Jun 05'.
3. Estimated NPV and ROI figures for the period calculated using total
cost avoidance benefit, SupplierCAD implementation cost, and
SupplierCAD monthly recurring costs for 12 months.
Data Collection
Results
*AVE Estimated Engineering
IPT for complex MCM boards
·AVE Estimated IPT reduction
realized when the
SupplierCAD VTR is utilized
for complex MCM designs (l
& a)
·
included to illustrate the 67% probability that the estimated NPV benefit exists
between the two data points. Also shown in Table 3 is the resulting ROI figure for
the period which takes into account the invested capital to both implement and
maintain the knowledge management asset.
The reader should keep in mind that these potential SupplierCAD VTR
benefit figures only include the cost avoidance associated with reduced
engineering in-process-times, and not the many other benefits explained earlier.
Therefore, these estimated benefit figures should be viewed as extremely
conservative, but still impressive enough for effective knowledge management
business case application.
7.5.3 Other Benefits From the Use of Virtual Team Rooms
The primary focus of this case study has centered on the identification and
partial quantification of the benefits the highlighted organization is realizing and
has the potential to further realize through the use of its SupplierCAD Virtual
Team Room. However, as previously described, multiple Virtual Team Rooms
are also used throughout the organization for; 1) early program requirements
management, 2) program life-cycle stakeholder collaboration, and 3) integration
of engineering processes across the organization. Besides the interviews
conducted with users of the SupplierCAD VTR, I also had the opportunity to
interview workers assigned to the organization's programs utilizing a Virtual
Team Room for early program requirements management. In this case the
interviewees were assigned to a program which had chosen to stand-up and
manage a VTR to be used by program members for the generation, management
and control of both customer requirements and design documentation during the
early phases of the programs life-cycle. The following bullet points seek to
describe the benefit classes derived from these data-collection interviews:
* Confident Document Version Control: The use of a program-managed
VTR has reduced the uncertainty previously associated with design
documentation. The organization's programs are now able to effectively
use their VTR for the management and control of design documentation,
therefore minimizing the time wasted on searching for the "latest version"
or "correct version," and acting to reduce the mistakes previously made as
a result of sloppy document version control.
* Reduced Program Cycle-Times for Requirements Generation and
Management: According to interviewed program engineers, using the
VTR for documentation version control has reduced the time needed for
program workers to search and locate correct documentation by 50%.
Overall, the number of man-hours required for the requirements gathering
process has been significantly reduced due to: 1) Program workers are no
longer making design mistakes due to using incorrect versions of
requirements documentation which has acted to reduce required re-work,
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2) The significant reduction in time required for program workers to locate
the "correct" version of requirements and design documentation, and 3)
Program designers are now being kept busy with work that is "of-value" to
the programs value stream vice spending resources to track down correct
design documentation.
* Increased Confidence of Program I.P.T. Leads and System
Engineers: Program leadership using a program-managed VTR is more
confident that its program workers are continuously working from the
"correct" set of customer requirements and latest version of design
documentation. This allows program leadership to focus more of its
energy and attention to improving the process vice fixing the process.
* Reduction in the Typical "Bottleneck" of Information between the
Program and Customer Office: The use of a program-managed VTR
allows the program leadership to confidently pass the correct and latest
version of design documentation to the customer program office on-
demand. This ability acts to minimize the typical bottleneck of information
between the program and the customer office, and allows the customer to
maintain a more real-time tracking of the programs progress. This has the
derivative benefit of increasing customer confidence in the status of the
program.
* Improved Ability to Quickly Familiarize Inexperienced Engineers: The
use of a program-managed VTR has facilitated the efficient "spinning up"
of new or inexperienced program engineers. According to interviewed
program engineers, when a "green" engineer is assigned to the program,
they can quickly familiarize themselves with the program by reviewing the
"revision history" attached to design documentation. This allows the new
program worker to understand and learn why certain decisions were made
during the programs past life-cycle. This "self-study" of the program
enables younger workers to ask "smarter" questions of the more senior
engineers assigned as their mentors.
* Reduction of Mentorship Load on "Heavy" Program Engineers: Due
to a 5-year hiring gap for the organization during the late 80's and early
90's, and a hiring spike in the late 90's and 2000's, several of the
organizations' programs find themselves with a roster of many older and
younger-aged engineers, but few middle-aged engineers. This type of
program mix will typically result in the over-loading of the programs'
"heavy" engineers with continuous questions and calls for help from the
younger program workers. However, for programs utilizing a VTR, this
over-loading is minimized since younger engineers are comfortable
referring to the design documentation and its associated revision history
conveniently located in the project asset library. Interviewed program
engineers also noted that younger engineers seem to more quickly adopt
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the usage of VTR than older engineers. These younger engineers seem to
more easily see the intuitive value of the knowledge management asset,
and utilize the VTR for their own personal program self-study and growth.
7.6 Industry Case Study #2 Conclusions
Based on the analysis of data collected from the organization's design
engineers and external supplier stakeholders, the following conclusions can be
made regarding the utilization of the Virtual Team Room collaboration tool by the
organization's knowledge workers:
1. The utilization of the SupplierCAD VTR by the organization's programs for
real-time collaboration with supplier stakeholder results in significant cost
avoidance due to reduced engineering in-process-time, reduced re-work
generation, the reduction of program technical risk, the inclusion of the
supplier stakeholder into the extended enterprise, and the ability to better
track detail design progress.
2. The utilization of program-managed VTR's by the organization's programs
results in reduced cycle-times for requirements generation, reduced re-
work of early conceptual and system design processes, the consistent
configuration control of design documentation, the reduction of program
worker mistakes due to a lack of documentation version control, the
efficient familiarization of new or inexperienced program workers, the
reduction of training burdens on "heavy" program engineers, and the
increase in customer stakeholder relationship confidence.
3. The adoption rate for the utilization of Virtual Team Rooms over the past
five years has been slow. Only in the last six months has the SupplierCAD
VTR adoption by program design engineers began to reach levels of 50%.
Therefore, the potential exists for significantly greater benefits as more
and more of the organization's program leadership begins to encourage
VTR utilization.
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8 Lessons Learned and Recommendations
8.1 Methodology Review
This final section seeks to highlight the major lessons learned and provide
recommendations as a result of the application of the prescribed methodology in
the two industry case studies. Many of these lessons learned were incorporated
into valuation methodology in order to achieve the current version of the
methodology. As a reminder, figure 9 illustrates the prescribed valuation
methodology:
Figure 7: Prescribed methodology flow diagram
8.2 LL #1: Significant Quantified Benefits can be Demonstrated
Probably the most significant lesson learned from the application of the
prescribed valuation methodology is that significant quantified benefits can be
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demonstrated. In both industry case studies substantial net present value and
return on investments were computed from the utilization of knowledge
management assets. In both case studies an ROI of over 30 to 1 was
demonstrated from the initial and recurring investments in the knowledge
management assets of study. Even more significant is the fact that these large
ROl's were measured using only a limited number of key performance indicators;
two for case study #1, and one key performance indicator for case study #2.
Therefore, using the systematic selection of key performance indicators and the
subsequent measurement of these indicators, the benefits of knowledge
management, which seem intuitive to many knowledge workers, can be partially
quantified for use in a business case.
8.3 LL #2: Limit the Scope
As with any complex project, limiting the scope of the project helps to drive
out ambiguity and make the project more manageable. This generality also
applies to the seemingly daunting task of quantifying and demonstrating the
benefits realized from the investment in knowledge management. From the
application of an earlier version of my prescribed methodology, I have learned
that narrowing the scope of the measurement project should occur in two
separate steps:
1. Limit the segment population size of the measurement study: If a large
population of the organization's workers utilizes the knowledge
management asset to be studied, select a smaller segment of the
population for actual data collection. Obtaining a representative set of
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data from this smaller segment will be much easier that trying to
collect from the entire population, and meets the intent of the
measurement study. The measurement results from this smaller user
population segment can then be appropriately extrapolated to cover
the entire user population.
2. Select only a few key performance indicators for measurement: A
second way to limit the scope of a measurement project is through the
careful selection of key performance indicators. It is not recommended
to try and quantify every expected benefit of the knowledge
management asset. Instead, as described in the methodology, select
only one to three key performance indicators that you believe will
demonstrate the "core benefits" of the knowledge management asset.
Finally, keep in mind that different user groups within the total population of
users may utilize different functions of the knowledge management assets, and
therefore may experience different benefits. Step two of the prescribed
methodology addresses this issue by forcing the measurement team to
understand how the selected user group segment utilizes the asset to complete
their assigned job activities within the value stream.
8.4 LL #3: If Needed, Carefully Construct the Data Collection
Instrument
As described in section five, often time metrics will not already be in-place to
collect the data needed for measurement of the selected key performance
indicators, therefore requiring a data collection instrument to be constructed.
When generating this instrument keep in mind the following points:
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· Ensure the instrument (e.g. survey, interview questionnaire) is very clear
to relate the selected key performance indicators to the knowledge
management asset. The measurement team may find the key
performance indicators they have selected are affected by other process
improvement initiatives besides the knowledge management asset.
Therefore, carefully word the data collection instrument to ensure that
measured benefits are related to the utilization of the knowledge
management asset, and not other process improvement initiatives.
· Keep the data collection instrument short: A long, drawn-out data
collection instrument will discourage your selected population segment
from participation. If using one-on-one interviews to collect anecdotal data
due to a lack of appropriate metrics, I recommend designing the interview
to be conducted in less than 60 minutes.
* Encourage the identification of "other" benefits: Use your data collection
instrument to identify benefits other than the ones targeted by your key
performance indicators. These "other" benefits can be left in a qualitative
format and used to compliment your quantitative results.
8.5 LL #4: Don't Ignore the Personal Success Stories
A goal of the measurement team should be the personalization of the
knowledge management asset. In other words, the resultant benefits write-up
should paint a personal face on the utilization of the invested knowledge
management asset. This can be achieved by including personal examples of the
asset's utilization captured during the data collection process. If the team
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chooses to select one-on-one interviews as a data collection instrument, they
may find the interviewees are more than willing to share examples of how the
knowledge management assets have increased the efficiency of their processes,
or how the asset has greatly increased their quality of life. These personal
examples, when included in the resultant measurement write-up, help for senior
management and other knowledge workers to conceptualize and appreciate how
the asset is being utilized for value-creation. Like other identified qualitative
benefits, these personal examples should be used to compliment and/or explain
any quantitative benefits.
8.6 LL #5: When a Lack of Metrics Exists, Go to the Process
Owner
As previously addressed, when a lack of metrics exists within the
organization to capture the data needed for the measurement of key
performance indicators, the measurement team should not give up the valuation
effort. Instead, the measurement team should go directly to the next best source
of data; the "process owner". By "process owner" I mean the knowledge workers
who are utilizing the knowledge management asset to complete their assigned
job activities (i.e. processes) within the value stream. It is this author's opinion
that the process owner is the most accurate source of benefit data given a lack of
appropriate in-place metrics. The measurement team should realize any data
collected from process owners will only be estimations, but these will be the most
accurate estimations of data available and appropriate for the goals of the
measurement team.
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8.7 LL #6: Consider the Uncertainty in the Estimations
Falling in-line with the previous recommendation, if "process owner"
estimations are the source of data for a measurement project, the team may
want to consider integrating uncertainty into their net present value and/or ROI
computations. Requesting "process owner" estimations in the form of a range is
one way to quantify the uncertainty of the estimations. From this range a
standard deviation can be estimated to demonstrate the variance in the data. If
the measurement team chooses to integrate uncertainty into their computations,
they should remember to demonstrate the final NPV and ROI calculations as
estimations with the resultant confidence interval of those estimations.
8.8 LL #7: Re-Evaluating Key Performance Indicators
Through the application of an earlier version of the prescribed methodology,
I found that selected key performance indicators may need to be revised after
data collection has commenced. In case study #1 the key performance indicator
of "reduced travel costs" was not added until after the start of data collection as a
result of "process owner" recommendations. Besides the two original key
performance indicators of reduced cycle times and reduced re-work generation,
reduced travel costs was ultimately included in the quantified NPV and ROI
calculations. Therefore, the measurement team should be alert and flexible to the
possibility of revising chosen key performance indicators once data collection
begins.
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8.9 LL #8: Don't Ignore External Stakeholder Inputs
In both industry case studies I made it a point to interview external
stakeholders who were also utilizing the knowledge management asset. This
data collection of external stakeholders added the following benefits:
· Valuable inputs on the benefits of the knowledge management asset and
ways to improve the asset: In both cases, the external stakeholders (i.e.
customer and supplier stakeholders) were able to provide valuable
insights not captured from internal data collection,
* Verification of collected data: In the second industry case study, data
collected from supplier stakeholders confirmed the data already collected
from internal "process owners", thus increasing my confidence in the
benefit estimations,
* Recommendations on improving the asset: Often times external
stakeholders can provide valuable recommendations on how to improve
the enterprise relationship using the knowledge management asset. This
information acts as a source of constructive feedback for the knowledge
management office.
8.10 LL #9: Map the Quantified Benefits to the Business
Objectives
If one of the goals of the resultant write-up/business case is to provide
reassurance to senior management of the knowledge management asset's
value, then mapping the quantified benefits to the organization's business
objectives becomes critical. Step three of the prescribed methodology addresses
this issue by recommending the selection of key performance indicators using
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the organizations business strategy. If this recommendation is followed, then the
resultant quantified benefits and their link to the business strategy can be easily
demonstrated to senior management. This also serves to demonstrate the
important relationship between an organization's business objectives and its
knowledge management goals.
8.11 LL #10: Clearly Explain What the Quantified Benefit Figures
Mean
In both of the included industry case studies, significant NPV and ROI
estimations were computed based on the selected key performance indicators.
However, both organizations were reluctant to disclose the NPV figures for fear
of a customer misunderstanding. To clarify, the organization was concerned their
customer stakeholders may misunderstand what the NPV benefit figures actually
demonstrate, and possibly use this figure to bargain for lower prices. Therefore,
when presenting the quantified results of the measurement project I recommend
be very specific as to what the benefit figures actually mean. In both of the
included industry examples, the NPV figures (which were not permitted to be
disclosed) represented the value stream wastes which had been purged due to
the utilization of the knowledge management asset. In other words, these NPV
figures represented the cost-avoidance to the organization through the selected
segments use of the tool in their value stream activities.
8.12 Thesis Wrap-Up
As more and more organizations seek to better manage their knowledge
management assets the demand for measurement of these assets will continue
to increase. The valuation methodology prescribed and applied in this thesis
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should be viewed as an immature framework, hopefully providing the building
blocks for more robust future valuation techniques. This maturing of the
methodology will only come about through continued application and the
subsequent capturing of lessons learned from these applications.
In attempting to "connect the dots" between the information presented
throughout this thesis from current-day literature and the knowledge I gained
from this research project, two relationships seem to stand out. The first
relationship is found between an organization's business strategy and its
knowledge management assets. I have learned during this research exercise that
some organizations desire to demonstrate the link between their knowledge
management investments and their business goals. It has been shown in this
thesis that an excellent way to demonstrate this link is through the quantification
of operational benefits. It is these operational benefits which demonstrate how
knowledge management assets are improving the efficiency of processes in an
organization's value streams. This demonstration of waste reduction and
possible waste elimination translates into tangible cost savings, and therefore
aligns with most organization's strategic goals.
The second confirmed relationship is the highly published relationship
between measurement and effective management. Over and over again current
day literature claims that one must uncover their intangible assets through
measurement in order to effectively manage those assets. I have found this basic
management principle to also hold true when attempting to measure the benefits
of knowledge management assets. In both industry case studies a greater
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understanding of exactly how implemented knowledge management assets were
affecting value stream process was gained through the measurement exercise.
The measurement exercise did work to uncover the benefits of these powerful
assets and gave the measurement team a tangible set of data which clearly
demonstrated how the asset(s) where being utilized, who was utilizing the
asset(s), which processes in a given value stream were being affected, and an
estimated size of this affect. This knowledge, uncovered through the
measurement process, can now be used to better manage value stream
processes and those assets which help to improve these processes.
Throughout the course of this research project I did gain knowledge that
was not covered in the presented current-day literature. From this new
knowledge three ideas stand out. The first idea is that a common understanding
of knowledge and knowledge management must be established before
commencing any benefit measurement exercises. It was this lesson learned that
prompted my prescribed knowledge management 'acid test' explained in section
2.2.2. If an organization does not have a common understanding of what it
classifies as knowledge management, they may encounter disagreements
relating to what assets should be considered knowledge management assets
and what assets should not. An uncommon understanding of knowledge
management throughout the organization may also breed confusion among
knowledge workers, possibly leading to an unfavorable impression of knowledge
management initiatives.
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The second idea was born out of industry case study #1 and relates to the
powerful role knowledge management assets played in enabling a large,
complex engineering program to proceed more or less as planned without
significant schedule slippage. This new knowledge confirmed the ability of
knowledge management assets to increase the work-flow velocity of value
stream processes through the steady improvement of process efficiency.
Interview after interview for case study #1 revealed that "waiting wastes" were
significantly reduced throughout engineering value streams through the utilization
of certain knowledge management assets. This reduction of waiting wastes and
other process wastes contributed to the programs ability to stay on schedule
given enormous enterprise challenges.
Finally, the third, and possibly most important, new idea gained through
the application of the prescribed measurement methodology is that process
measurements are the key to measuring operational benefits. The ability to break
down a given value stream into its processes, and then understand how various
assets and actions affect those processes is the key to my prescribed
measurement methodology. Once an understanding of the processes which
make up a value stream is gained, then process measurements can be assigned
at any time to evaluate how various activities affect these processes. Of course
this thesis has focused on knowledge management assets and how these assets
affect the performance of processes within an identified value stream. However,
when one uses the idea of process measurements, they can establish
appropriate metrics to determine the affects of not only knowledge management
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assets, but any type of activity associated with the process of study. This idea of
process measurement gives workers attempting to valuate intangible assets a
powerful framework to begin their measurement exercise.
It must also be noted that this thesis has left some unanswered questions
concerning the benefit measurement of knowledge management assets. The first
unanswered question is how the prescribed valuation methodology works in
value streams other than engineering value streams. Both industry case study
applications involved complex engineering value streams and thus ignored
financial, pharmaceutical, scientific, legal, consulting, and many other value
streams. I personally feel the measurement methodology will work in any industry
since it takes a process measurement approach as just discussed, however this
assumption can only be confirmed through further applications.
The second unanswered question is how best to quantify the "strategic"
benefits realized from knowledge management assets. Throughout this thesis I
elected to measure only operational benefits due to their relationship with
processes and process measurements. However, even larger and more
significant benefits may exist in the form of strategic benefits such as increased
customer capital, increased market share, and entry into new markets. I believe
an approach to measure strategic benefits must be a long-term approach and is
capable with the right set of key performance indicators. However, this question
remains unanswered.
Finally, a subject for future research is the best way to architect key
performance indicators when a knowledge management asset is first
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implemented for continuous benefit tracking and asset management. We have
seen in both industry case studies that metrics did not already exist to capture
data related to select key performance indicators. If performance indicators could
be developed and tracked from day one of a knowledge management assets life,
benefit figures could be routinely calculated, therefore enabling effective
management of the knowledge management asset.
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Appendix A
SAMPLE Data Collection Interview Questionnaire
This list of data collection interview questions will be asked by the interviewer in the format of a
one-on-one interview (in person or via phone meetings). This interview takes approximately 60
minutes to complete.
Data Collection Goal:
The goal of this data collection exercise is to identify and quantify realized or potential benefits,
in the form of process improvements, from the use of knowledge management
asset by workers.
1. Interviewee's Name:
2. What is the interviewee's current title, who does the interviewee work for, and what
program(s) is the interviewee currently assigned:
3. If needed, what is a brief description of the interviewee's job function(s) within the
currently assigned value stream:
4. Have the interviewee list the major processes they complete in the value stream of their
currently assigned program(s) (i.e. have them break down their job into it's major
activities):
a. Activity #1:
b. Activity #2:
c. Activity #3:
d. Activity #4:
e. Activity #5:
f. Activity #6:
5. For each of your identified job activities,
currently perform that activity?
a. Activity #1 Head Count:
what is the average headcount required to
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b. Activity #2 Head Count:
c. Activity #3 Head Count:
d. Activity #4 Head Count:
e. Activity #5 Head Count:
f. Activity #6 Head Count:
6. a. For each of your identified job activities, is the (KM asset of study) an important
resource used to successfully complete the activity? Please answer this question using a
scale of 1-5, 5 being the most important, and briefly describe how you use this KM
asset in your job activity.
a. Activity #1
b. Activity #2
c. Activity #3
d. Activity #4
e. Activity #5
f. Activity #6
b. Has the (KM Asset)
program(s)?
been in-place since you started working on your current
c. If it has, what was the last program you were assigned to that did not utilize the (KM
Asset)?
7. For each of your identified job activities, how much would you estimate activity CYCLE
TIMES have changed, or will change, due to the use of the (KM Asset) as compared to
when you were not using the asset to complete your job activities? I would prefer this
estimate be in the form of a percentile range (i.e. since the implementation of the KM
Asset, activity #1 cycle time has decreased by 10% to 20% because...):
a. Activity #1:
b. Activity #2:
c. Activity #3:
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d. Activity #4:
e. Activity #5:
f. Activity #6:
8. For each of your identified job activities in the value stream, how much would you
estimate average RE-WORK generation rates have changed due to the use of the (KM
Asset) as compared to when you were not using the asset to complete your job activities?
I would prefer this estimate be given in the form of a percentile range:
a. Activity #1:
b. Activity #2:
c. Activity #3:
d. Activity #4:
e. Activity #5:
f. Activity #6:
9. If you estimated a decrease in either process cycle times or process re-work generation
rates since the roll-out of the (KM Asset), what percentage of that decrease would you
attribute to the reduction or elimination of the following types of information wastes
(state answer as % of total reduction realized):
a. Waiting Waste: The product sitting around due to unavailable information or
knowledge (this might be due to lack of access, untimely updating of data bases,
multiple approvals required, poorly executed processes, ect)
b. Inventory Waste: Unused information that is created for "just-in-case" reasons
c. Excessive Processing Wastes: The processing of information beyond
requirements (this can include excessive/custom formatting, unnecessary reports,
unnecessary detail, unnecessary processing, ect)
d. Over Production ofInformation: The pushing of data or over-dissemination of
data (possibly due to a poor understanding of each user's requirements, sending
all information to everyone vice a targeted distribution to meet everyone's needs,
ect)
e. Transportation Waste: The unnecessary movement of information between
people, organizations or systems (possibly due to lack of access to IT system or
IT limits, lack of clear information flow paths, incompatible information types or
formats, IS incompatibilities or IS support, ect)
f. Unnecessary Motion Wastes: Unnecessary human movement (possibly due to
lack of distributed access, on-line access, lack of training, poorly designed user
interfaces, team members not co-located, ect)
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10. Are there any other benefits you have realized since the roll-out of the (KM Asset) that
you can identify? (i.e. travel reduction, quality of life improvement, ect...) Have the
interviewee quantify this answer as appropriate.
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